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Fennel

I stopped off at the greengrocers last week to buy some 
fruit and vegetables. As the greengrocer was filling up 
my bag I remembered something: I owed him five pounds. 
Five pounds eighty, to be exact. It was a debt that went 
back a few months. He had written down the amount in a 
blue exercise book that he kept by the till, but I’d 
never got round to paying him, and he’d never got round 
to reminding me. There I was having my bag filled up 
with potatoes and cauliflower and Victoria Plums, 
knowing full well that I owed him five pounds eighty. I 
didn’t say anything. I wanted to see if he’d say 
something first. He didn’t, of course. He’d obviously 
forgotten all about it. I could have paid him there and 
then (I had cash enough) but something held me back.

Big deal, I hear the world say, but over the next few 
days that five pounds eighty kept flashing into my 
conscience, blowing itself up into a big deal. What if I 
die and leave that debt unpaid? What if that greengrocer 
opened his little blue book one day and saw that I still 
owed him? Get a grip, I said to myself. It’s only five 
pounds eighty. It’s nothing. No-one knows anything about 
it, and no-one cares. I tried to ignore it.

Then yesterday, after a good morning’s work, I went for 
a swim. I really ploughed up and down that pool, 
punishing myself. Afterwards I could feel my blood 
circulating throughout my body, even to my finger-tips. 
I was glowing and I had this pure feeling that I wanted 
to be free of anything that held me back; I wanted to 
have a clean account of everything.

I decided to go back to the greengrocer and settle up. 
Even if he’d lost that little blue book I was going to 
reimburse him in full. I even thought about paying him 
interest. I wanted everything out in the open; to 
confess. That’s how I felt; like I was going to confess. 
So I went there straight away and came out with it, and 
as I said it I had this feeling of shedding something, 
of taking off a dirty robe. The greengrocer looked at me 
slightly surprised.

‘Are you sure?’ I insisted, telling him that he’d 
written it down in a little blue book. He laughed and 
reached behind the till, shaking his head.
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‘I normally check it,’ he said. He opened the blue book 
near the front and there is was, the proof: five pounds 
eighty - King. He still shook his head.

‘That’s amazing.’

‘I’m sorry I forgot,’ I said.

‘No, no. It’s my fault. Thank you for remembering.’

‘I actually need some vegetables too,’ I said. I need 
enough potatoes for four. Some lettuce. And I must have 
some fennel.’

The greengrocer nodded. He filled up my bag, popping in 
a little extra for my money. He was keen to express his 
gratitude. When I finally paid him he laughed.

‘I suppose honesty pays,’ he said, looking at the money 
in his hand.

I knew I’d done the right thing. It wasn’t for the 
greengrocer that I had done it. It was for me. And it 
felt good.

This coming-clean-confessing-thing was infectious. It 
gave me the desire to put the rest of my universe in 
order. I set about cleaning up the house. I put on some 
music, loud. I hoovered, I watered the plants, I put all 
the records in their sleeves, I made the bed, put the 
clothes in the drawers and finished off the washing up. 
I set about peeling and chopping the vegetables for the 
evening meal. I then made a fennel salad and a dressing. 
When Susie came home she couldn’t believe it. Music was 
flooding the place in tranquillity and everything was in 
its place.

‘What’s got into you?’ she said, as I handed her a 
drink, with lemon, ice and even a slice of cucumber from 
the salad, the way a cocktail waiter might mix it.

‘Sit down. Relax,’ I said.

Susie kicked off her shoes and leant back into the sofa 
with her feet pushing out and her toes wiggling. One of 
her toes poked through a hold in her tights. She held 
the glass in two hands, resting it on her belly.

‘You’ve even hoovered,’ she said.

‘I’ve had a good day. I did the shopping. Settled a few 
bills. I even got some work done this morning. Plus you 
don’t have to think about cooking.’
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Susie raised her glass. ‘To the best husband in the 
world’.

I went over to her and kissed her on the forehead - 
still hot from her walk from the station. I massaged her 
neck with my free hand and let her unwind.

‘Do you want another?’ I asked.

‘Why not? What time are Molly and John coming?’

‘About eight. I told them to get here reasonably on 
time. It’s been a while since we’ve seen them.’

‘Come and sit next to me,’ Susie said, patting the 
cushion. And I did. Those moments just before people 
come round, when everything is ready, when you know 
everything is prepared and that all you have to do is 
switch on a button here or a button there; those moments 
can be peaceful. Just then everything seemed right in my 
universe - in our universe.

Molly and John are old friends. I met Molly at college 
on the first day of term of the first year and we’ve 
been friends ever since. She was my first girlfriend, I 
guess. We were pretty secretive about it. We never made 
it public. People thought of us as just being friends. 
Then Molly met John and I met Susie.

Molly came up the stairs first, wearing a blue linen 
suit and looking alert and pretty. We kissed and I 
noticed her perfume, the same perfume she always wore. 
She has this grace, this way of gliding into a place 
without having to even say hello. John was dressing down 
as usual, wearing the same jumper he always wore.

‘Smells good,’ he said patting me on the shoulder and 
handing me a bottle at the same time. ‘You’ll need to 
uncork that. It needs to breathe.’ He’d put on weight 
since we last saw each other and he looked fuller in the 
face.

‘You look good John,’ I said I took the wine from him, 
thinking how stupid it was to lie. I should have told 
him he looked fatter but it’s easier to lie. I let them 
say hello to Susie while I got a corkscrew from the 
kitchen. Everything in there was ready; the potatoes in 
the water, the fish under the grill, the salad in the 
fridge. I set the potatoes to boil and returned to the 
guests in the sitting room.
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We slipped easily into conversation, the way you do with 
people that you know well. John started telling us about 
his old job and how they were paying him to stay at 
home.

‘It’s amazing. Rather than let me work out my notice, 
they’d prefer me to be out of the way, just in case I 
take all my clients to LBG.’ LBG was his new company.

‘How’s the baby?’ Susie asked.

‘She’s’ good,’ said Molly. It was strange to think of 
Molly with a baby. I’d known Molly since she was 
nineteen. I’d drunk tequila slammers with her once and 
seen her throw-up into a litter bin afterwards.

The women started talking about babysitters. Jonny was 
looking at my middle.

‘You’re looking fit, Patrick.’ He patted his own 
spreading middle as he said this.

‘I swim when I can. I swam today actually, I said.’

‘Since I’ve left work I’m blowing out John said.’ You’d 
think I’d lose it all what without the business lunches, 
but I’ve been pigging out at home.

I like John but I never really listened to what he says. 
He has this distracting shaped mouth that does odd 
things when he talks. At college I didn’t know him that 
well. Obviously I knew Molly better. It was quite a 
surprise when they started going out. I can’t say I was 
thrilled. John didn’t strike me as Molly’s type.

The fish was good, although I slightly overdid the 
potatoes. No-one complained. After the fish we had my 
salad.

‘Say, what’s that taste, it’s like aniseed?’ John asked.

‘Fennel’, Molly said, smiling to herself. I was pleased 
that she’d picked up on it.’

‘Mmm, nice touch. I usually hate aniseed, licorice, 
Pernod, all that stuff, but this is really palatable.’

‘Patrick is getting to be quite a little chef since he’s 
been working at home,’ Susie said.

No-one really said anything about the fish but the 
fennel salad was popular.

‘I’ll always associate fennel with you,’ Molly said.
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‘How’s that?’ Susie asked.

‘Hasn’t Patrick ever told you about our famous fennel 
argument?’

‘No, he hasn’t,’ Susie looked across at me.

Molly looked at me and raised her eye-brows. She still 
had that way of reprimanding me with her eyes.

I used to tease him at college,’ she went on. ‘I used to 
tell him he had extravagant tastes. The first time I 
ever had fennel was in Patrick’s kitchen. I accused him 
of being extravagant for using fennel in the salad.’

‘You accused me of being extravagant for having a salad, 
period,’ I said. ‘You also said that fennel was a 
vegetable when in fact it’s a herb.’

‘Is it really? I never knew that,’ said John.

‘We had this big row about thrift. And I seem to 
remember that I came out on top,’ said Molly.

‘Not so,’ I said.

Susie kept looking at me as Molly told this story and I 
felt guilty. I had nothing to feel guilty about, really. 
It was over with Molly long before I met Susie. The 
thing is, I’d never told Susie that Molly and I had been 
more than just friends. We’d talked about our past loves 
and things, but for some reason I’d never told her about 
Molly. I’d never felt the need to tell her. All the 
same, I suddenly felt bad about her not knowing, however 
small a deal it was. She had a right to know. After all, 
I had often wondered about her past loves. I knew about 
Fred, Harry and the other guy, but maybe she too had a 
Molly-type-thing tucked away in her memory, forgotten 
and untold.

The pure feeling I’d had all day evaporated as I had 
these thoughts. It seemed that there was a whole load of 
unsettled bills going back to my beginning. I decided to 
ask John a question.

‘If you owed me some money and I forgot about it, would 
you remind me, John?’

‘Patrick, what a question,’ said Susie.

‘Well, it depends how much it was,’ said John.

‘Five pounds. Let’s say it was five pounds.’
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‘Of course he would, Patrick,’ said Susie. But John had 
to think about it before answering me.

‘Yes, I would. I might not bother if it was fifty pence 
or even a quid, but five pounds is five pounds.’

‘What about you, Molly?’

Molly looked at me and narrowed her eyes into a 
mischievous smile. ‘I wouldn’t borrow money from you, 
Patrick.’

The others laughed at this.

‘Good answer,’ said Susie.

But I was dead serious.

‘The thing is though, how small a debt does it have to 
be before it doesn’t matter?’

‘A debt is a debt. You have to settle them. However 
small,’ said Susie. She always sees the right thing 
crystal clear.

‘Some debts are best left unpaid,’ said John. ‘Otherwise 
you can’t get on with your life.’

‘I hope there are no secret unpaid debts lurking in your 
past,’ said Susie.

After this we resorted to talking about car insurance 
and what films we’d been to see. I felt ill at ease and 
I kept ferrying things to and from the kitchen, using 
the being-a-good-host excuse.

Later, when they’d left, I felt the silence in the 
house. I washed up and insisted that Susie let me do it, 
but she wanted to help me. She wanted to talk. So I 
washed; she dried.

‘It was good to see them again,’ she said. ‘John has 
aged. He’s really got quite tubby. Molly looked as 
lovely as ever.’

‘You look lovely, too,’ I said.

‘Oh, I’m not fishing for compliments. I’ve always 
thought Molly is stunning. Don’t forget to wipe the 
grill otherwise it’ll stink of fish for days.’

As I cleaned off the trout skin and oil I could feel 
Susie thinking about Molly. She had the look of someone 
working out a puzzle to which she already knew the 
answer.
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‘They’re an odd couple really. I don’t quite know what 
she sees in John. He’s a bit of a bore. You’re far more 
her type.’

I let her remark hang there like the smell of fish. I’d 
finished the grill. There was some lettuce, tomato and a 
few chunks of fennel. ‘You may as well finish it off,’ 
she said, so I did. The lettuce was a little soggy but 
the fennel tasted strong and sharp.

Susie finished wiping and came up behind me. She started 
to rub my back while I washed some forks that I’d missed 
at the bottom of the washing bowl. My shoulders and neck 
were tight, probably from that swim.

‘Thank you for cooking,’ she said. That salad was 
delicious. You kept that one up your sleeve.’

‘I’m sure I’ve done it before.’

‘No. But let’s have it again. Are you going to have a 
bath?’ she asked, hoping I’d say no.

‘I really need one. I didn’t get to have a shower after 
my swim. I’m all itchy from the chlorine.’

‘Well, I’m off to bed,’ she said. ‘Don’t be long.’

I lay in the bath taking my time. I read a poem about 
death. It was a short poem: just the right length to 
read in the bath; not so long that I’d have to turn the 
page and get it wet.

I took the book to bed, treading quietly, hoping that 
Susie was asleep. But after a minute or so she snuggled 
up to me.

‘Oh, please don’t read that,’ she said.

So I closed the book and switched off the light. I was 
still hot from the bath - too hot to be close to another 
body. After a while I turned onto my side, away from 
Susie. I pushed my feet into the cool patch in the 
corner of the bed. Then Susie asked, ‘You wouldn’t keep 
anything from me, would you?’

‘No,’ I said.

I was still very hot from the bath. Almost burning. And 
in my mouth I could still detect the strong sharp taste 
of fennel.
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Big for Wales

They came in their hired car all the way from London - 
no distance to an American who commutes from 
Massachusetts to Maine. They had seen the Eiffel Tower, 
the Tower of London and the towering Alps. Freddy liked 
things big and he sought out the monumental wherever he 
could. But Wales offered him little that was vast. The 
mountains were smaller than the big hills of Vermont and 
the valleys were no more than gullies. The whole country 
could fit into New Hampshire. The only big thing about 
the place was the names.

His wife, Ella, had a taste for the small scale and that 
neat European way with buildings and roads, the closed 
countryside with its hedges, and the lack of a horizon. 
She had enjoyed the glamorous attractions of their tour, 
but now they were in Wales and going to see where it was 
that those poems were written.

Out of the window Freddy saw puny cars and industrial 
works and indistinct weather and he wondered how it was 
anyone could write poems in a country that looked like 
this. He complained about the size of the roads, the 
readability of signposts and about the dumb stick shift 
on the hire-car which wasn’t a bona fide Ford anyway. He 
was fed up with this grey little country with its double 
signposts.

After Swansea they stopped to put petrol in the car. 
Freddy complained at the cost of the petrol and that it 
was just as well that the distances were so small.

Ella, who had once taught poetry to schoolchildren in 
Louisiana, told him not to be so critical: this was a 
different culture, with different priorities, she said. 
She had tried to educate him; she’d read him stories, 
encouraged him to read poems, but when she read the 
poems that she loved to him he looked blank and began to 
fidget during the early stanzas. The only books he liked 
were encyclopedias with their indisputable facts and 
hard-bound authority. Poems were make-believe and led to 
fancy. A poem was nowhere near as exciting as a good old 
statistic, he said.

As they came off the motorway she pulled out the book of 
His poems and began to read them. She read one out to 
Freddy, the one about being green and carefree and the 
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sun that was young once only and Freddy said that there 
was no goddamn sun in this pathetic excuse for a 
country. And Ella said that it was a poem and that he 
had to imagine the sun for that very reason. And Freddy 
said that poet must have lied about the sun being there; 
that he hadn’t got his facts right. And she said that a 
true poet never lied, that there was always truth in the 
poem, not exact literal truth like a statistic but truth 
none the less. And Freddy said that truth was fact and 
fact was truth and that if the poem said there were 
foxes in the field and all that sunshining golden or 
whatever then there had to be foxes and sunshine for him 
to think it.

She knew he wasn’t being completely serious. He was just 
fractious from lack of food, and when he was hungry he 
said things he didn’t really believe just for effect.

A little later Ella said she thought she saw a fox and 
she told Freddy to slow up, but he wouldn’t because he 
said he had a rumble in his gut the force of Mount St 
Helens.

‘Now there is a goddamn mountain worth writing a poem 
about,’ he said.

They came off the main road and she stopped reading the 
poems because she felt a little sick from the winding 
lanes. They soon stopped at a public house which didn’t 
appear to have a name. They went in, him with his fat 
wallet, her with her thin book of poems.

Inside there were three men including the barman. There 
were no carpets and one toilet. Underneath a Perspex 
dome there were three abject sandwiches. Freddy bought 
all the sandwiches he saw and ordered beer for himself 
and a glass of red wine for Ella.

The two men were looking at a paper opened on the 
counter and they seemed agitated by something in it. One 
of them was muttering and shaking his head like a 
mourner. Freddy looked over the shoulders of the small 
men and saw a double-page spread of an oil tanker split 
open and floundering on rocks.

‘That’s some boat,’ he said.

‘50,000 tons,’ one of the men said.

‘Where is that?’ Freddy asked.

‘Way from here,’ the barman said. ‘About forty miles.’
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‘I’d like to see that,’ Freddy said. ‘That would be 
something.’ Ella ate her sandwich and the wine went 
straight to her head. She liked the pub for its 
simplicity, and although the sandwich was bland she 
fancied that it was the staple diet of poets. More wine, 
she said to Freddy, and secretly she wanted to get a 
little drunk so as to get the poetry in her and see 
things as He might have done when he wrote those poems. 
Good poets were drunks, she knew.

‘There’s a tanker run aground near here,’ Freddy said, 
sounding less irritable now that food was in front of 
him.

‘Pardon me?’ Ella said. She was having a little reverie 
and for a moment she forgot where she was.

‘There’s been a shipwreck - an oil tanker. We should go 
and see it. It’s near here and it looks pretty damn 
big.’

‘Oh,’ she said.

‘Let’s go and see it,’ he said. ‘It’ll be something to 
remember - a real live disaster. What do you say?’

Ella felt the cheap wine course through her like 
gasoline. Paris had been good, she thought. And Prague. 
She had seen much beauty. But this was her bit of the 
trip. She had come to see the poems, to smell the smells 
that had inspired Him, to feel the force that through 
the green flower drove the fuse driving through her own 
veins.

‘After the poet,’ she said, brave with wine.

Freddy grimaced at the warm beer and said nothing.

As they drove further towards the home of the poet, the 
cloud passed over and the sky opened up and there was 
sunshine. Then they saw the sign and Freddy had trouble 
with the name, although Ella pointed out that a not very 
intelligent Eighth Grader could have pronounced it 
without too much trouble.

They drove on and down and the hills were rolling and 
Ella saw churches and cows and with the wine still 
strong in her veins she fancied that she saw how He 
might have seen and felt things.

They saw a sign that said Four Miles.
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They turned the bend and Freddy had to slow to a halt. 
Up ahead, a striped orange and white tape barrier had 
been raised across the road, on the other side of which 
there were vans and lorries and people in heavy-duty 
work clothes, oilskins and muslins. There was much 
activity and Ella wondered if they were building a 
motorway here too.

Then she saw a set of baskets or caskets and she guessed 
these to be for lobster and crab; but these men were not 
wearing fishermen’s garb, they looked more like 
Louisiana refinery workers. Some of them were cleaning 
each other off with hose pipes. Others were putting 
birds into the caskets. The birds were black and limp 
and flightless.

A man in an orange suit came towards them. He leant over 
to speak, keeping his hands, which were black with tar 
or oil, from the car. Freddy wound down the window to 
hear him.

‘I’m afraid there are no visitors allowed beyond this 
point, sir. We’re cleaning up the estuary.’

‘Is this from the tanker?’ Freddy asked, excited.

‘Yes.’

‘Goddamn,’ Freddy said.

Ella leant over to the orange man. ‘What about the town. 
Can we just see the town?’

‘It’s closed to visitors until we’ve cleared the oil.’

‘Is it bad?’ Freddy asked, hoping that it was.

The man nodded.

‘Can’t we see the town? That’s all we want to see,’ Ella 
said, leaning across her husband and trying to make 
contact with the man’s eyes.

‘You heard the man, dear,’ Freddy said. He turned back 
to the man. ‘Can we get a sight of the tanker?’

The man shrugged his shoulders, ‘It’s still there.’

‘What do you say, Ella? It’s got to be better than 
seeing a dead poet’s shack.’ But Ella got out of the 
car, a little giddy but full of purpose.

She walked to the man in the orange suit and told him 
that she had travelled halfway across the world and that 
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she didn’t care about the oil, all she wanted to see was 
the place where He wrote the poems. The man looked 
surprised and his smile was close to a laugh, and he 
shrugged again and said that she could walk to the 
village if she wanted but that she would have to mind 
the oil and all the people clearing up.

She walked back to Freddy and told him that he could see 
that tanker sure enough but that she hadn’t come this 
far and this close to be denied. Seeing that she was in 
earnest, he got out of the car and put on his mac 
because it had started to rain.

They walked through the tape barrier and past birds and 
people and Ella tried to shut these things from her mind 
and see instead the trees and the church and the daisies 
and the barley.

Freddy stopped to ask about the tanker and get some 
statistics: fifty thousand tons; three year fishing ban; 
two hundred million pounds’ worth of damage.

‘This is big,’ he said. ‘Big for Wales. Big for the US 
even.’

Ella didn’t hear him because she was striding to the 
rhythm of her intentions.

They followed the camber of the road round and passed 
the outskirt housing, which was unremarkable, and the 
rain made everything the same colour so that it was 
impossible to find adjectives other than dull and grey 
and disappointing, and she wondered if maybe He had 
drunk too much when He wrote those things. Then the road 
dipped to the town which was sleepy and wet, and beyond 
that the sea which was the same colour as the sky, and 
the only colour other than black was the orange of the 
suits of the men and women on the estuary stooping like 
sandpipers.

They found the sign that pointed to His hut and the 
museum and Ella felt the pulse in her neck.

Like the man said, the museum was closed and the hut 
too, but Ella walked down and stood before it. She 
breathed in the air, and mingled with the salt she 
tasted fumes as though she were standing in a gas 
station. Then she heard Freddy calling, shouting, the 
way he had when seeing the Matterhorn for the first 
time.
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‘Sweet Lord, look at this.’

Freddy was looking over the wall at the sea. Ella went 
over to look at what was making him so excited. She 
looked out at the sea and the sky and at the sea again 
and she saw that the sea was dark, darker than the sky. 
At first she thought it was because of the shadow of the 
clouds, but as she looked she saw that the sea was 
covered in a thick, black, slow film and that it spread 
off to the horizon as far as she could see.

They stared at this in silence looking at the gull-less 
sky. And then she remembered a line that He had written 
about the sea being slow black and crow black and in her 
mind she said to Freddy that a true poet never lies.
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I’m Trying To Read My Book

‘Daddy, who do you love the most, me or Bobby?’

‘I love you both the same, Melanie,’ he said, without 
looking up from his book which had him in its grip. It 
was about this man who, having been temporarily blinded 
in a sporting accident, managed to fox his family into 
thinking that he was permanently blind.

‘Who do you love the most, me or Mummy?’

‘Darling, I’m trying to read my book,’ he said. Although 
he tried to read he knew he would have no peace unless 
he gave an answer. In the corner of his vision he could 
see his daughter twisting the hair of her doll into a 
plait that resembled the braids of his lover.

‘I love you both the same,’ he said. Although as he said 
it he realised that it was not true. He did not love 
them both the same. It was easy to love his daughter, 
but he was not sure of his love for Stella anymore.

He picked up the story again. He did not want to dwell 
on these uncomfortable truths, instead he sought the 
entertaining deceits of the blind uncle in the book.

‘Mummy, do you love me the same as Bobby?’ Melanie 
asked.

‘Of course I do.’

‘Exactly the same?’

‘Exactly the same.’

‘Do you love Daddy more than me?’ Stella looked at her 
daughter and gave it some thought. Her love for Tom was 
different but it amounted to the same as her love for 
her children, like a scale equally balanced by a pound 
of feathers and a pound of gold.

‘I love Daddy differently - but the same,’ she said. 
‘You can’t really measure love, Darling. If you love 
someone that’s enough.’

‘Do you love me, Tom?’ Stella asked. He was trying to 
read the book. The blind uncle had just been found out 
by his nephew. His nephew was making abusive signs at 
his uncle thinking he could get away with it, when his 
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uncle suddenly told him to stop it. ‘How did you see 
what I was doing, Uncle D?’ The shocked but sharp nephew 
said. The uncle wasn’t able to give a convincing answer. 
‘I can see shapes in a certain light,’ he said. To 
think, for 15 years he had got away with it only to be 
caught out by a kid.

‘Tom?’

‘What?’

‘Do you love me?’

‘Not when you interrupt me all the time.’ He tried to 
joke but he knew she was in earnest; she wasn’t using 
that childish voice they used with each other years ago 
when they liked to ask the question every day because 
they knew the answer was a yes. She’d asked him as if 
knowing the answer was no. ‘I don’t see why you’re 
asking me this now,’ he said, fingering the cover of the 
book, wanting to find out what happened to the blind 
uncle. ‘Of course I love you.’

‘I’m not sure you do,’ she said, wanting to close the 
book.

Absently, he began to twist her yellow gold hair around 
his finger into a loose plait.

‘I love you,’ Tom said.

‘More than Stella?’

‘I stopped loving Stella a long time ago.’

‘What about the kids? Do you love them more than me?’

‘That’s different,’ he said.

‘Not if we’re going to make a life together.’

‘I will always love the kids,’ he said.

‘Will you always love me? You stopped loving Stella, you 
could stop loving me.

‘I’ll never stop loving you, Tess.’ He picked up his 
book.

‘What are you reading that’s so interesting?’ Tess 
asked.

‘It’s about this guy that pretends to be blind for 15 
years. He gets a Labrador, he takes a special disability 
pension, does the full blind act right down to the white 
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tapper. His nephew has just found him out and is about 
the tell his aunt.’

‘You didn’t come over here to read, Tom.’ She reached 
over and stroked him with one hand, closing the book 
with the other.

‘Hey. I want to know what’s going to happen.’

‘You can find out later.’

‘Bobby, stop that!’ Stella said. Bobby was monotonously 
tapping his plate with the head of a fork.

‘Why do you love Bobby the same as me when he’s bad all 
the time?’ Melanie asked her mother.

‘Eat your meal, Darling.’

‘Do I have to eat this?’ Bobby asked, still flicking the 
fork with one hand and grimacing at the plate. Despite 
this routine of Bobby’s, Stella knew she did love him 
the same as Melanie.

‘Bob, please eat up. You know what your father will 
say.’

Bobby gestured at the empty chair.

Stella looked at the clock and at Tom’s plate of food 
covered with the plate. She put the meal in the still 
warm oven. ‘He should walk through that door any 
minute,’ she said. ‘He’s been at a big conference in 
Paris. He’s coming back through the Channel Tunnel. Eat 
your food now, I don’t want to argue.’

‘How was school today?’ Tom asked his son as he ate his 
supper from a tray. Bobby was watching the television. 
On screen lorries blocked a road and policemen in 
foreign uniform remonstrated with angry lorry drivers. 
The reporter said that hundreds of travellers were 
struck in France and that the strike would continue to 
block traffic between France and England for another 
day. ‘Why don’t you switch off and talk to me?’ Tom 
said.

Reluctantly, Bobby turned off the television but not 
before the feature on the channel strike had finished.

‘Did you play football?’ Tom asked.

Bobby nodded, looking at the floor. He then looked at 
his father and narrowed his eyes. ‘They just said there 
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were no train’s getting across the channel today. 
Because of the strike.’

Tom froze and looked quickly to the kitchen to see where 
Sarah was. He mustn’t say anything but he must say 
something. ‘I got the last ferry through,’ he said.

‘But they said there was nothing getting back; just now 
on the news.’ ‘Well they got it wrong,’ Tom said, 
forking some spaghetti and splashing the red sauce on 
his white shirt.

‘We should take a holiday, somewhere,’ Sarah said. ‘Just 
the two of us, without the children. Why don’t you take 
me to Paris on one of your trips?’

‘I can’t take anymore holiday this year.’

‘We’ve not been away for two years - alone.’

He picked up the story again. The aunt knew all along 
that her husband was not blind; she herself had turned a 
blind eye to it. She told her nephew not to tell anyone.

‘We need to save our marriage, Tom. I know about Tess.’

Tom was forced to stop at the end of the paragraph. He 
looked at Sarah without actually looking at her eyes. He 
looked down at the book, amazed that he cared more about 
what happened there than in his marriage.

‘I still love you, Tom,’ she said.

Later, when Sarah was asleep, Tom read until he had 
finished the book. When he had he felt sorry that it had 
come to an end and depressed that the uncle had been 
found out after 15 years of successful deception. But 
the thing he could not understand was why the uncle’s 
wife went along with the deception for all that time. 
Perhaps he’d read the book again, just in case he’d 
missed something important.
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The Voice Of The Little Man

I realise that you should judge a poet by his poems, not 
his apparel, but I was greatly disappointed by what M.W. 
Ridge appeared to be wearing in the photograph taken for 
the back of ‘The Collected Poems’. When I first looked 
at that photograph I thought, yes, he looks like the man 
that wrote the poems that I love; I had not seen a 
picture of him before and I was glad to have an idea of 
the features and character behind the words. He was a 
handsome, troubled looking man with furrowed skin like a 
Red Indian’s. In the main, he was modestly dressed - 
dressed more or less as the man who wrote ‘Empty Morning 
Corner Store’ should be dressed. Except for the 
footwear.

I near as damn it stared at the photograph for a half 
hour trying to work it out. At first I presumed he was 
wearing a pair of brown loafer type shoes, modest and 
understated - like his poetry. But when I looked closer 
I thought I could see leather carrying on up the ankle 
underneath his trousers. They were boots - expensive 
looking boots.

I could accept such a sartorial indulgence in a lot of 
people, but not from M.W. Ridge. This was the man who 
wrote the poem ‘Cold, Hard Floors’ about people who 
couldn’t afford shoes and which had the line ‘Lace up 
your boots you rich and make a noose of your greed.’ 
This was the poet who was referred to as ‘The Voice Of 
The Little Man,’ because of his gritty, realistic, 
political poems that catalogued the lives and thoughts 
of the voiceless poor of the industrial North.

When I showed the photograph to my wife, Gillian, she 
said ‘God, I don’t know. They might be boots, it’s hard 
to say’; my son said ‘they look like Oxfords to me.’ 
They both conceded that they might be boots although 
they could not say for sure. ‘Does it matter?’ Gillian 
said. ‘Aren’t the poems what matter?’

She was right of course, it was the poems that made 
M.W.Ridge what he is today, and that night I read some 
of his poems just to remind myself of this, to get a 
little nearer to his essence. But as I read I found that 
I couldn’t get those boots out of my mind. ‘Cold, Hard 
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Floors’ seemed to lose its integrity and ‘The Climber’ 
took on another meaning altogether.

My wife, getting impatient with my peculiar obsession, 
suggested that I call the publisher and ask them. She 
said they’d know. I saw that the photographer’s name was 
credited on the jacket cover and I thought that if I 
could get hold of her she might remember what Ridge had 
been wearing the day she took that photograph. So, 
feeling a little foolish and oddly afraid, I called the 
publisher. The receptionist put me through to the editor 
who published the poems. He then gave me the number of 
the photographer. It was as simple as that. I’d expected 
a wall of protection around Ridge but within the space 
of two calls I had the number of the great man’s 
photographer.

One evening, when Gillian and the kids were at the 
Reeves, I called the number and a woman answered.

‘Can I speak to Annie Gibson, please?’ I asked.

‘Speaking.’ I hadn’t expected to get through to her 
straight away.

‘I’m sorry to call you at home like this. Is this a bad 
time?’

‘Who is this?’

‘I’m sorry. My name’s Ray. Ray Waters,’ I said.

‘How can I help, Mr Waters?’ She sounded like she had 
company and was keen to get back to it. I could hear 
voices in the background and laughter.

‘I won’t keep you long. I just wanted to ask you 
something about a photograph you took of the poet - 
M.W.Ridge.’

‘Uh huh.’ She sounded suspicious and I could sense her 
impatience.

‘I’m talking about the one that was used for the 
collection - The Collected Poems.’

‘Yes.’

I began to regret ever starting this. ‘It seems like a 
dumb question but I was wondering if you remember what 
he was wearing on his feet that day. Was he wearing 
boots? In the photo I can’t quite see. It’s a stupid 
thing but I need to know.’
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Ms Gibson - I presumed she was a Miss - laughed.

‘Why do you need to know?’

Until then it had not occurred to me that I would have 
to explain why I wanted to know. I could hardly say to 
her that I was trying to find out if M.W.Ridge was 
betraying his origins so I thought of the first thing 
that came into my head.

‘Well you see I had this bet with my friend that there 
was no way M.W. Ridge would be wearing boots. We were 
drunk and we bet quite a bit of money and I need to 
verify it somehow.’

There was more laughter in the background, the sound of 
people having a good time.

‘Why don’t you ask him yourself?’ she said.

‘Do you have his number?’

‘No. I mean ask him in person - he’s right here. He’s in 
a cord shirt, a pair of jeans and - let me see - 
training shoes.’

I could hear someone in the background - a man - asking 
who it was on the phone.

‘I’m sorry, what was your name again?’ Ms Gibson asked.

‘Please. I don’t want to bother anyone,’ I said.

‘Matty?’ She called to him and I waited for what seemed 
like minutes considering whether or not to put the phone 
down. I could hear her explaining about the boots to him 
and incredulous giggling.

‘Yes?’ It was Ridge. I had to go through with it now.

‘My name is Ray Walters. I’m sorry to bother you..’

‘Are you a journalist?’ he asked me and there was 
skepticism in the voice, aggression too.

‘No. I am an engineer. I  . . . ’

‘If you really want to know I bought them in London: 
they were hand-made, buckskin. Alfred Church. My 
trousers, however, are American. I purchased them at G. 
Hanger. I can’t recall how much they were - I’d have to 
ask Annie.’ In the background there were a number of 
people laughing, really roaring. Mr Ridge was camping it 
up, speaking loudly and playing to the gallery at my 
expense. ‘My socks are an Argyle wool, I would say ten 
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pounds worth. My shirt I have had for some time. It’s a 
heavy linen. I got it in Heath Heathers. Hard to buy a 
shirt like it now. Would you like to know what I’m 
wearing tomorrow? Maybe you’d like to know the colour of 
my fucking underwear.’

I think he might have been drunk. He had been a drinker 
and many of his early poems were about the break up of 
his first marriage - apparently the result of drink. 
Drunk or not he was annoyed with me. When he had hung up 
I was left listening to nothing but the echoes of 
mocking laughter.

I could hardly blame him for getting angry. No doubt he 
thought I was a journalist prying into his life. But he 
didn’t need to be so aggressive, and why should he worry 
about me even if I was a journalist? Did he have 
something to hide? Despite being made to feel very small 
I felt vindicated. M.W. Ridge wore expensive, hand-made 
boots.

Some weeks later Gillian and I saw Ridge on the 
television. He had been invited to talk about poetry and 
politics. It was known that he was a socialist and with 
the election approaching it seemed appropriate to have 
some words from ‘The Voice Of The Little Man.’ After 
all, Shane Murray - a leading politician - had helped 
make Ridge famous by declaring that reading ‘Cold, Hard 
Floors,’ was one of the factors that made him enter 
politics.

Ridge read one of my favourites: ‘A Truncheon Luncheon.’ 
It was strange hearing the voice again. It was more 
measured than when I had last heard it, controlled and 
mellifluous and with that slight northern lilt. After 
reading he spoke eloquently about the need for poetry to 
say something about the condition of our lives, to 
express something of the unspoken lives of millions of 
impoverished people.

‘That’s true,’ Gillian said, watching the screen with 
interest. Ridge looked as he did in the jacket 
photograph of The Collected Poems - he was wearing 
almost exactly the same clothes: tatty, working garb. 
Needless to say I paid particular attention to his 
footwear which for a time was out of shot. When the 
camera panned back I saw an absolutely average pair of 
brown chukkas that looked lived-in and well worn. There 
was nothing pretentious about anything he was wearing. 
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And he himself was charming and modest, there was no 
sign of the venom that I had encountered so un-
expectantly that night on the telephone. And no sign of 
the boots.

There were several innocuous, reverential questions 
about his background from the interviewer and then the 
questions went to the audience. Most of them were 
standard: when did he start writing? Did he ever feel 
like becoming a politician? What was his own favourite 
poem? Someone asked him why he had never moved from the 
north. He said he found it easy to write there, joking 
that there was something about the air. The subtext to 
all of this was ‘I’m just a regular person like you,’ 
and no-one there could have doubted that that was so.

‘He really is pretty attractive,’ Gillian said. Adding 
that maybe she would read his poems now.

Then someone in the audience - a sharp looking woman - 
asked him an interesting question.

‘You once said that the day you became middle class was 
the day you would stop writing poems. Now that you are 
middle class are you finding it hard to write?’

Ridge shifted his weight in his chair and crossed his 
legs. We got a good view of his plain shoes.

‘I’ve shed some of my callow ideals about having to be 
poor to write poems,’ he said. ‘Poetry is more a matter 
of the heart than the bank balance.’

The audience liked this but Ridge looked ruffled. He 
seemed relieved when the questions moved on to less 
spiky ground. I could see the woman who had asked the 
question and I could tell that she was not satisfied 
with Ridge’s answer. And neither was I. I wished then 
that I was in that audience. I know what I would have 
asked him.

Later that night I lay in bed thinking about Ridge. I 
wondered which was the real M.W.Ridge: was it the M.W. 
Ridge who wrote the poems about the struggles of the 
poor, or the M.W. Ridge who was arrogant towards 
strangers and who wore hand-made boots from London when 
he wasn’t appearing in public?

Gillian brought The Collected Poems to bed with her and 
she read one poem and then another. I was annoyed that 
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she was reading him and even more irritated that she 
seemed to like them.

‘This is a nice line, I like this,’ she said after a 
while. ‘“We stay fixed and circumference our centres.” I 
like that.’

I knew the line too and once I had liked it. I tried to 
remember when I read that line for the first time, I 
tried to separate it from my new image of Ridge but I 
could not. It seemed that everything about and by him 
was tainted. I somehow wanted to let people know about 
my small but significant discovery but it seemed to me 
that it was, in reality, more a feeling than a fact. It 
would hardly merit a piece in a newspaper. Then I 
thought I might write a poem about it. A poem would get 
to the truth.

Gillian was looking closely at the photograph of Ridge 
on the back of the book.

‘You really can’t see what he’s wearing can you?’

‘They shouldn’t put pictures of the author on their 
books,’ I said. ‘It detracts from their work.’

‘Not in his case,’ Gillian said, teasing me. ‘Anyway, 
sometimes it helps to know what they look like. You can 
tell a lot from a face. I liked the look of him. He had 
a nice voice too. And he was polite. I liked the way he 
answered that small-minded woman.’

‘It was a good question,’ I said.

‘It was small-minded. People in this country can’t bear 
to see a man have success. Anyway, he put her in her 
place quite graciously I thought.’

Later, when Gillian was asleep and the lights were off, 
I lay on my side listening to the silence and looking at 
my shoes by the dressing table. They were vague and ill-
defined in the half-light but they were quite definitely 
shoes.

I thought of the poem that I would write about Ridge. A 
title for it came to me and I became excited. ‘The Voice 
Of the Little Man,’ I’d call it. It was a good title and 
deserved a good poem beneath it. But when I tried to 
think of the first line for my poem the words wouldn’t 
come and after a few minutes I decided to leave it. I’d 
sleep on it. At least I had the title. I could always 
work out the words another time.
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A Real Disaster

The disaster was great for me an Scud. We were given 
time off school to help clear up the beaches. Not that 
we did much. There were experts fixing the birds. And 
there were men in orange suits spraying the sea with 
chemicals. Everyone in the town wanted to do something 
but on-one could really do anything. There were some 
people standing around just crying. Bill Western was 
crying - me and Scud saw him with snot at the end of his 
nose, muttering ‘the birds, the birds’, to himself like 
a poem.

Everywhere you looked there was oil and people in 
plastic suits. It was like the high season and for us 
and it was all excitement. ‘Let’s get oil on our shoes 
and leave trails through the streets’, we said; ‘let’s 
go into Seaview Gifts and mess up Phellp’s carpet,’ but 
they wouldn’t let us on the beach.

The oil was good for Da, too. It gave him something to 
do. They needed volunteers up at the estuary for a 
week’s work and he went up there to help. He packed his 
case and put on his galoshes and oilskins and he looked 
like he was going to war or something. ‘I’m not sure 
what I can do, but at least I can do something’, he said 
and I was dead proud of him even though it wasn’t a real 
job.

When he was gone my mother was like a different person. 
She smiled and put on extra make-up and she gave me 
money to get sweets from Bunce’s. Me and Scud bought 
Superchews and then went down to watch the people 
cleaning up the beach and the birds being loaded into 
the caskets: they were limp and their eyes were white 
and they were quiet like they got such a shock that they 
forgot how to squawk - or maybe the oil had got inside 
their lungs or voice-box or whatever it is that birds 
have.

It was bad for them - the birds that it - but when that 
slick came to town things got better for me and the 
black mood lifted off our house; I could time it to the 
day that Da went to the estuary. The shouting and 
swearing stopped then, According to Mam Da had these 
black moods, although how she saw what colour they were 
I’m not sure. But sometimes the mood got so bad that we 
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all had to tread slowly around the house like we were 
walking in a mud bog. But with Da gone for a week my 
mother cheered up and there was a holiday atmosphere.

Me and Scud went looking for the BBC and the newspaper 
men. We decided that we would give interviews and if 
they asked us we would say that the disaster was great 
for pocket money and parents and that it gave our Das 
something to do. We’d say that it made my mother happy 
and that we were given time off school and that we felt 
important what with the town being on the telly. 
Obviously we would say that we felt bad about the birds 
and all that oil sticking to their feathers and the 
slick and everything but like my Mam says you shouldn’t 
go on and on about it.

Scud found a newsman from London and he told him that 
they should send us food like they do for the Africans 
because we wouldn’t have a damn thing to eat now because 
all we ate down here was fish which was a lie because we 
ate chips and burgers most of the time and the only fish 
we had was fish fingers. Scud was annoyed afterwards 
because the man said he wasn’t filming him; and anyway 
he forgot to tell him that his Da knew that the reason 
for it was Arabs getting revenge for all the oil we blew 
up in that war.

Everyone around us was sad but we were happy like 
clowns. So we went round and laughed and shouted. 
Everyone was talking about it all the time and their 
faces were like sad cods and their favourite words were 
ruined and terrible and I could see the colour of their 
moods and like my Man says they were black.

Chaz Thomas came round to our house. Chaz owned the 
Royale guest house overlooking the harbour and he wore 
purple shirts. He always had a tan because in the winter 
he went to Spain and in the summer he worked here. Chaz 
came round and he was in the kitchen talking to Mam when 
I walked in. Chaz was taller than my Da and he had more 
money than Da but for all that I preferred my Da.

‘Da’s gone to help the disaster,’ I told him. ‘He’s 
living in billets and saving the birds.’

‘Hope he can save my bookings,’ Chaz said. ‘I’ve had 
three cancellations.’

Chaz had one of his shirts on and he gave off this smell 
like our bath after Mam had been in it. I was thinking 
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that if he was so worried why wasn’t he up in the 
estuary helping out, like Da.

‘You should go up to the estuary,’ I said to him.

‘Mr Thomas has a very important business to run here,’ 
my Mam said and I never knew why she called him Mr 
Thomas to me when to him she said Chaz in private 
because I’d overheard them once.

‘Why don’t you go and watch telly,’ my Mam said. ‘You 
might see Da.’ And I thought that was great so I went 
upstairs.

I watched the news on three channels and the disaster 
was first on two of them and second on the other but Da 
wasn’t on the news. They showed the estuary and there 
were thousands of men in suits like they were on the 
moon and I thought that Da was one of those men.

I saw the town and the estuary and interviews and dead 
birds and tractors in the sand and birds being washed 
and looking funny. God I never saw so many birds. It 
took all that oil to show us all the birds we had living 
here. After the last news I saw Chaz leaving downstairs 
and kissing my Mam goodbye.

At night I thought about Da and thought he should get a 
medal or something for helping out like that. Scud’s Da 
couldn’t leave his shop, but Chaz Thomas could have 
helped if he was so worried about his bookings. Da was 
there now probably up to his neck in oil and holding up 
a cormorant in one hand and a guillemot in the other and 
people cheering and saying ‘Give him a medal, give him a 
medal.’

Over the next few days things calmed down a bit. There 
weren’t so many people driving to the town to have a 
gawp at the sea and take photos. The television people 
left town and on the news they only had the disaster 
fifth and seventh. Even the papers didn’t talk about it, 
except for locals, but I suppose there was more 
important news what with bombs and the princess and what 
not and you can’t bore people with the same old story.

In school Talbot got us to write a story about the 
disaster. I wrote about Da saving fifty puffins and 
getting a medal. Miss Evans got us to draw the disaster 
and we put paint on our hands and made marks on white 
paper and it looked like oil. Then the headmaster told 
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us to pray that the town would be all right by the 
summer and I thought about Chaz’s bookings but I didn’t 
want to ask God for them. By the end of it all I’d had 
it up to my head with that blinking oil. It was getting 
into every little conversation and sticking all over 
people and getting them down like birds and now the 
teachers were giving us lessons on it.

Mam’s cheery mood soon flew off and she was damn moody 
with me and it was because Da was coming back soon. She 
went out late one night and Da called and I wasn’t sure 
where Mam was so said she was probably talking to the 
BBC or something.

Da sounded like a different person on the phone. He 
sounded happy like his mood had flown off him and he 
talked and talked like a thrush and I thought I was 
missing out on a great adventure. He said they had 
rescued two thousand birds or something and that the 
tanker was bigger than Cardiff Arms Park.

I envied him being up there in the billets saving the 
world.

Me and Scud stayed cheerful and went down to the harbour 
and threw stones into the slick which was thick as 
treacle and moving nowhere like a pond. We tried to skim 
some flatties but they never bounced they just stuck 
there then we walked back and saw a shark but it wasn’t 
it was a seal and it was dead and I felt sick and I 
thought about Bill Western crying in the street and I 
wanted to cry myself but I didn’t because of Scud. Scud 
said that the stupid seal should have slid through the 
oil but he hadn’t. Whatever Da was doing up at the 
estuary it wasn’t making things any better, I thought.

I saw a picture of our town in County Clothes and the 
sand was gold and everyone was smiling and I thought it 
was a different town. Now the slick was stuck there like 
a black pond and I thought that if I was a fish I would 
get out fast and swim to America or Devon.

The disaster wasn’t on the news anymore although when Da 
called you’d think it was still more important than the 
wars in the world and the princess and all the other 
news that was going on.

Chaz Thomas was round again. He was moaning about his 
guest house and how it would be a real disaster for him. 
Mam made him drinks and she kept sighing and saying to 
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me how terrible it was for Mr Thomas and that he could 
be ruined. Maybe that’s why she was being friendly to 
him, she felt sorry for him and maybe it was a disaster 
for him but he wasn’t a cormorant or a seal and he was 
still going to Spain for his holiday. I suppose you can 
kiss someone if you feel sorry for them.

At school Scud said that Chaz Thomas was in love with my 
Mam and that his brother had seen them together at the 
Pipe. He wasn’t mean when he said it he just told me and 
he went red. I said that Mam just felt sorry for Chaz 
Thomas because it was a real disaster for him.

I was glad to see Da back. He came in the evening and he 
looked like the man on top of a mountain smiling and 
knackered and he was full of tales, he said. I listened 
to him and I wanted to know it all but Mam sent me 
upstairs to watch telly and she said she wanted to talk 
to Da. I thought that maybe she wanted to talk to Da 
about me or maybe tell him about Chaz’s bookings and how 
upset he was.

The next day at breakfast Mam wasn’t around and Da was 
quiet and his eyes looked like that cormorant I saw all 
white and staring fearful like he got a shock. Maybe the 
black mood had come back and I thought I would wash it 
off if I had the right chemicals and whatnot.

I asked where Mam was and he said she was going to 
Spain. The I saw that he was crying and thought that 
maybe he had seen too many dead birds.

‘You did your best, Da, you did your best,’ I told him.

But he stayed still like he couldn’t move. I guess that 
you had to be a grown up to appreciate a disaster like 
that.
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Overcoat

Rod needed a coat for the winter. It was just a matter 
of economics whether he would get one. Last year he’d 
managed to put off the decision to buy one. His 
mackintosh with the lining proved warm enough when he 
wore an extra jumper with it and thankfully the winter 
had been mild. This winter was going to be cold. People 
were saying you could tell it was going to be a cold 
winter because there were certain birds who had not yet 
migrated and flowers that had bloomed late. These were 
sure signs.

Rod had seen a coat in a charity shop but the arms were 
a little long. And anyway, he was determined never to 
wear clothes that didn’t fit since that remark in the 
office about him looking like a tramp. Shoddy was the 
word he’d heard. Shoddy Roddy. Rod figured that if he 
bought himself a spanking new overcoat it would keep 
them from calling him that.

It was late October when he saw it hanging on a dummy in 
Hollis and Sons. Hollis and Sons was the kind of shop 
where all the staff were men who called you Sir and wore 
tape measures around their necks. Rod passed the shop 
every morning on his way to work so he got a good look 
at the coat. It seemed to look better the longer it 
wasn’t his.

It was the kind of coat he liked: three buttons either 
side, double breasted and a colour somewhere between 
blue and black - ‘sable,’ the man with the tape measure 
called it. The price tag showed £270 crossed out and 
£199 put in its place. All the price tags in Hollis and 
Sons had labels like this. Quality at an affordable 
price was their motto.

The day he finally went in to the shop was a hot one; 
not a great day for choosing overcoats; hard to imagine 
it being cold on such a day. A man with a waistcoat 
asked him if he needed assistance. Rod felt hot around 
his collar and in his palms. He said that he’d like to 
try on the coat in the window. The man with the 
waistcoat winked at him and said he’d chosen well. This 
was the last of the stock, he said; the last chance to 
purchase a winter coat at a fair price. The man then 
looked at Roddy as if measuring him.
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‘Let me see, you must be a 40.’

This man knows his measurements, Rod thought. The man 
took a few seconds retrieving the the coat from the 
dummy in the window. Then he pointed out that Rod needed 
to take off his mac, referring to it as ‘that.’

Next to this overcoat Rod could see why the assistant 
referred to his old mac as ‘that.’ It no longer deserved 
the name Mackintosh.

The new coat transformed Rod from being shoddy to smart. 
It made him see why some people in the office had called 
him that name. In this coat they could never say Shoddy 
Roddy and mean it. In this coat he wouldn’t look out of 
place on the third floor at work, along with the 
directors. His boss Trellow had a coat like it.

Rod did up the buttons and turned side on in the mirror. 
The assistant nodded his head meaningfully up and down, 
very slowly. He then said: ‘I must say Sir, and I’m not 
just saying this, but this coat really does something 
for you. It really does.’

In his mind Rod had already bought the coat and was 
strolling to work in it, drawing astonished looks and 
admiring glances. Even Trellow was impressed.

‘It’s very warm,’ Rod said to the assistant.

‘That’s the cashmere,’ the man said. ‘There is nothing 
finer than cashmere for warmth and comfort, Sir.’

Rod felt the softness of the coat with his hand.

‘It’s a wool mix,’ the man said. ‘Fifty per cent 
cashmere; fifty per cent wool. The wool gives it 
strength. Makes it more robust.’

Like the man said, the coat did suit him. The man wasn’t 
just saying it to sell the coat.

Then the assistant said: ‘If I might point out that this 
is the last coat in this colour and in this size.’

Rod knew he has to decide soon. It was just a matter of 
economics. He had never spent that sort of money on any 
item of clothing. £199 was as much as his last holiday 
cost him. Could he justify walking around in a coat that 
cost as much as a holiday? He looked in the mirror 
again.

‘Will you be having any kind of sale?’ he asked.
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The assistant said that their next sale wasn’t until 
January and that these coats would have gone by then. 
Rod stroked the cool inside lining of the pockets. If he 
could wait until the end of the month, until he received 
his next pay cheque, he could buy it then. He asked the 
man if he could hold the coat for him for a few days.

‘We could do,’ the man said. ‘We could do. You’ll have 
to put down a deposit. These coats are very popular at 
the moment. People are preparing for the winter ahead.’

The man was working hard. He too had a pay day to wait 
for; economics to consider. Rod took out his cheque book 
and said he would leave a deposit. The man wanted fifty 
pounds. This seemed like a lot but then Rod was going to 
buy it, so what difference did it make?

The man took the coat back and returned with Rod’s mac, 
holding it between his thumb and finger as if it were a 
piece of seaweed. For comparisons sake Rod put on his 
mac and looked in the mirror. The lining was hanging 
down below the hem, the fit was loose, the colour 
tawdry. Next to the sable, cashmere overcoat it was a 
shoddy garment, he couldn’t deny it. The man held the 
door open for him as he left.

A week later, not long before pay day, Rod was sitting 
at his desk when Trellis came over. Trellis was wearing 
his tracksuit bottoms. He’d been for his morning run and 
apparently he had done a record time.

‘Have you got a minute?’ he asked Rod. Rod followed 
Trellis to his office and Trellis asked Rod to close the 
door behind him. ‘Sit down,’ Trellis said.

Trellis’s office was tidy, it had a uniformity, 
everything in its place. There were glass animals 
covering a shelf; letters and papers placed upon the 
black desk; a suit and a coat hung on the back of the 
door next to Rod’s chair. Rod wanted to touch the coat 
to see of it was cashmere.

Trellis put his hands together and looked at Rod as 
though noticing him for the first time.

‘I’m afraid Rod we’re going to have to lose you.’

Rod wasn’t sure what he meant by this at first.

‘We will of course pay you up until the end of the 
month.’
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Rod suddenly saw how the glass animals were arranged in 
order of size: the mouse at one end, ascending to the 
elephant via a rat, a cat, a dog, and a horse. Each 
animal had its mouth open as though swallowing the next.

He drifted as Trellis told him about cut backs. About 
economics and so on. Not quite up to it. Nothing 
personal. Good record. Good work. I’ll give you 
excellent references. Rod had never received so many 
compliments.

After this little summation the phone rang. Trellis 
became animated and talked loudly as though the person 
he was speaking to couldn’t hear him. Rod reached out 
and stroked Trellis’s coat. It was very soft like silk. 
Rod wanted to tell Trellis about the coat he wanted to 
buy. If he had bought it already this situation might 
not have arisen. Maybe if he told Trellis about the coat 
Trellis might reconsider. But things didn’t work like 
that.

Trellis was still on the phone, laughing and enjoying 
himself. He then cupped his hand over the receiver and 
told Rod that he had to take the call; it was from The 
States and he couldn’t wait. ‘Let’s talk tomorrow,’ he 
said. ‘I’ll give you those numbers.’

Rod could only think about the coat now, and the fact 
that Trellis was denying him a warm and stylish winter.

When Rod returned to Hollis and Sons a whole week had 
gone past since Trellis had made him redundant. The man 
with the tape measure around his neck greeted Rod and at 
first he didn’t seem to recognise him.

‘Can I help you?’ he asked.

‘I came about the overcoat,’ Rod said. ‘I put down a 
deposit.’

‘Ah, yes,’ the man said. ‘I was going to telephone you. 
Forgive me, I get so many customers I sometimes forget. 
It was the sable overcoat wasn’t it, Sir?’ The Sir 
affixed itself now that the assistant recollected the 
fact. ‘I will fetch the coat at once,’ he said 
theatrically.

‘I’m afraid I have a little problem,’ Rod said. At this 
the assistant’s expression changed and his look seemed 
to dare Rod to retract now. Rod started to tell the 
assistant about losing his job and the fact that he 
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could no longer afford the coat. At that moment a 
smartly dressed young man came to the counter with three 
shirts. He stood behind Rod and waited to be served and 
looked at the ties in the glass cabinet beneath the 
counter. Rod didn’t want the young man to hear so he 
tried to speak in a whisper to the assistant.

The assistant said to the man with the shirts that he 
would be with him in a moment. He then went behind the 
counter and came back with the overcoat. It was 
splendidly unobtainable now. ‘A coat like this lasts 
longer than most jobs,’ the man said.

Rod started to re-jig figures in his head: rent, food, 
bills, cigarettes, his redundancy pay. If he got another 
job soon he could buy the coat; but the winter could be 
over then, and the coat may have been sold.

‘Why not try it on again? That might help you make up 
your mind,’ the assistant said.

With the coat on Rod felt richer, as though his future 
promised him something. He might get a new job next 
week. It was possible. In this coat anyone would employ 
him. If not, he could sell his camera and his records. 
Yes, why not? He never used the camera. He could cut 
down on the cigarettes.

‘It still suits you, Sir. I tell you what. You have a 
think about it while I serve this gentleman. Walk around 
the shop if you like.’

As Rod stood in front of the full length mirror again, 
he watched the young man purchase the shirts. The young 
man did it with confidence, without flinching. No doubt 
he had a job to back it up. Confidence was certainly the 
key. It was not a question of economics. It was a 
question of confidence. I should have been more 
confident with Trellow, Rod thought. I should have shown 
more confidence in myself. Where did people get it from? 
Did they really get it from their jobs and from their 
clothes?

He looked at himself in the mirror from head to toe, 
slowly. Was that really him there in that coat, or was 
he pretending? Perhaps Trellow was right: he was not 
really up to it. Rod saw that a small split had 
developed at the side of one shoe and somehow this split 
spoilt the effect of the coat. The shoes and the 
overcoat did not go well together.
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‘Well Sir, have you decided?

The young man had paid for his three shirts and breezed 
out, just like that.

‘I don’t think I can I buy it,’ Rod said.

‘It’s a shame,’ the man said. ‘It did something for 
you.’

Rod believed that the assistant was telling the truth.

‘It’s a lovely coat,’ Rod said. ‘Maybe next year. I’m 
sorry.’

The man took the coat and sighed. Rod put on his mac. 
The lining was hanging still but at least the mac went 
better with his shoes. The assistant returned Rod’s 
cheque.

‘Your deposit. Shall I?’ Rod nodded and watched the 
cheque being torn into eight pieces. He thanked the 
assistant for his patience and opened the door for 
himself.

Outside it was bitter and Rod felt the dampness of the 
coming season. He pulled up his collar and pushed his 
hands deep into the pockets of his mac, feeling the air 
rush in and up his sleeves. The mac was too large but 
there was room for at least one thick jumper underneath. 
Rod lent into the wind and through the pockets his hands 
held the mac close in to prevent it from billowing. 
Winter was beginning and already he could feel its cold 
certainty cutting though his skimpy protection, all the 
way to his skin.
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Don’t You Recognise Him?

Boon and Smithy were in Corn’s Self Service Restaurant 
when he walked in. Boon was reading but Smithy was 
looking out for interesting things and today was to be a 
good day for interesting. ‘Hey, Boon,’ Smithy whispered. 
‘It’s Jesus. Look. It’s him.’

Boon was reading a piece about atomic testing in Nevada, 
and how some people were trying to sue the government 
because their kids were born with cancer and limbs 
missing. What kind of people would live there, he was 
thinking. It was just common sense that said you 
shouldn’t live near a nuclear testing area. Hadn’t they 
seen that movie with the ants? Grudgingly, Boon looked 
up from his paper and over at the man who had walked in, 
and he wasn’t disappointed. It was Jesus.

‘What the hell’s he doing in Silver?’ Smithy said.

‘Must be on his way somewhere more important,’ said 
Boon.

Jesus (it was definitely him now) walked up to the 
counter and ordered a black coffee, some ham and eggs 
and an orange juice, watched closely by Boon and Smithy.

‘Black. I definitely had him down as a black coffee 
man,’ Smithy said.

Jesus knew they had recognised him and he smiled over at 
the two men who raised embarrassed hands at the same 
time, as though under a spell.

Jesus drank his coffee and ate his eggs, just like any 
regular guy. Then Slater came in for his break from the 
garage, poured a coffee from the counter and sat down 
with Boon and Smithy.

‘Look who’s in the corner, Slate,’ said Smithy.

Slater looked over, squinted at the stranger and then 
shrugged.

‘Who is he?’

‘Don’t you know anything, Slate? That’s Jesus. Don’t you 
recognise him from the TV?’

Slater shook his head and sipped his coffee. ‘I don’t 
have the time for that.’
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‘Jeeze, how can you not know that, Slate?’ said Smithy, 
sincerely incredulous.

Slater rolled his eyes round and nodded to himself. ‘Do 
you know what a duff-nut is, or a monkey flip or a pipe 
banjo? Would you recognise a baffel? No. So don’t shit 
me for not recognising this guy,’ Slater said.

‘Monkey flip. Don’t give me that crap, Slate,’ said 
Boon. ‘You have a TV. You live in America. Most people 
would recognise him.’

‘So what’s he doing here if he’s so special?’ said 
Slater.

‘Shhh, keep it down,’ said Smithy.

‘Why don’t you ask him, Smithy?’ said Boon.

Smithy got up and made a ruse of ordering more coffee. 
He was steeling himself and he could see the others 
watching him, daring him. But it was Jesus who made the 
opening by looking up at Smithy and saying hello.

Smithy apologised for staring. ‘You must get that all 
the time,’ he said. Smithy could see that Jesus was 
happy to talk, so he introduced himself and invited him 
over.

‘This here is Boon - we’re big followers of yours. And 
this is Slate who must be the only man in America who 
doesn’t recognise you.’

They made room for the visitor and beamed with 
excitement at having such a person in their midst - 
except for Slater, who was concentrating on eating.

So what brings you to a shit-hole like Silver?’ Boon 
asked. ‘I’m visiting a friend in Globe,’ Jesus said. 
‘You have a friend in Globe?’ Boon said. ‘Well, I guess 
everybody has a special friend in Jesus,’ and they all 
laughed, including Jesus who was clearly used to this 
kind of gag at his expense.

‘I’m sorry, that was cheesy, I couldn’t resist it,’ said 
Boon.

‘It’s okay. I’ve learned to live with it,’ Jesus said. 
‘I was filming in Baton Rouge  . . .  this woman asked 
me to walk right across the Mississippi.’

‘Hicks,’ said Boon.
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‘So, what are you working on now?’ Smithy asked, still 
wide-eyed with disbelief. Jesus himself was sitting 
right here in Corn’s with him smelling the same smells, 
breathing the same air, drinking black coffee.

Jesus looked into his coffee with those eyes that had 
mesmerised millions and stirred it slowly. Goddamn, even 
the way he stirred his spoon had meaning, thought 
Smithy.

‘To tell the truth - nothing,’ Jesus said.

‘Well, I guess you really don’t have to work all the 
time, when you’ve had your kind of success,’ Smithy 
said, and he blushed, unable to disguise his awe.

‘Actually, I haven’t worked for a year,’ Jesus said.

‘Imagine that - not working for a year,’ said Slater, 
finally getting involved now that he’d finished eating.

‘But you must have made a lot from being Jesus. I mean, 
that was big time,’ said Smithy. ‘You were prime time 
for three years.’

‘Yes, Jesus was good, but since then I’ve been typecast 
and that can be a killer to your career. I’ve had no 
real substantial work since.’

‘Shoot Me. You had Shoot Me,’ said Boon.

‘A small production.’

‘You were great in that,’ said Smithy and he started to 
recite a quote: ‘Everybody loves a gun, even a nun loves 
a gun.’

Jesus smiled, impressed at Smithy’s recall.

‘So you’re stuck with being Jesus,’ said Boon.

Jesus nodded.

‘Could have been worse,’ said Boon. ‘You could have been 
like that Psycho guy - “Mother, deeear.” He was forever 
a psycho after that. I saw him trying to play a priest 
and I didn’t believe it. I kept thinking he’d pull a 
knife and make that grin. And then that music - nnn, 
nnn, nnn!’ Boon’s eyes lit up like a madman’s.

‘I don’t know,’ said Jesus, looking sad and serious. 
‘Playing bad guys is better. It’s cool to be bad. I went 
for a part in a thriller; there was a role as killer cop 
and it really would have killed off Jesus for ever. But 
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the producers said they couldn’t see me doing the stuff 
they wanted me to do. They said that it would destroy 
America’s belief to see me murder a guy in cold blood.’

All this time Slater had looked unimpressed but this 
subject made his eyes narrow. ‘So, do you find yourself 
thinking that you are actually Jesus? I mean that can 
happen.’

‘You asshole, Slate. He’s an actor,’ said Boon. ‘That’s 
what an actor does.’

‘Yeah, but sometimes an actor must forget who he is and 
just get so into who he’s playing that it sticks,’ said 
Slater.

‘You’re taking it too literally, Slate,’ said Boon and 
he apologised for his friend.

‘He’s a mechanic - what can you say.’

Jesus lit up a cigarette and shifted his weight. He 
looked at Slater with interest as though admiring 
something. ‘In a curious way, I did get more into it 
than any other role.’

‘You bet you did,’ said Smithy. ‘Man, if Jesus came back 
no one would recognise him. They’d say that’s not the 
Jesus I saw on the TV. They’d say give us Donovan 
Miller.’

Jesus and Smithy laughed at this.

Boon looked out through the great glass front of the 
restaurant. He could see the deep-blue sky turning 
slowly red. It made him think about that nuclear testing 
in neighbouring Nevada and about the world ending in a 
glow of orange and red. Jesus finished off his cigarette 
all the way down to the writing, watched closely by 
Smithy. Slater was wondering whether Jesus was acting 
when he smoked or whether that was how he really smoked 
a cigarette.

‘I wouldn’t want to be an actor,’ Slater said.

‘Yeah, and Mr Miller is real sorry he’s no mechanic,’ 
said Boon.

‘Why wouldn’t you want to be?’ Jesus asked Slater, 
giving the dumb mechanic’s opinions far too much respect 
for Boon’s liking.
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‘I like knowing that I am me and no one else,’ said 
Slater. ‘I don’t like to think too much about who I am. 
I know when I’m trying to be something I’m not and it 
never feels right. If I was an actor I’d do that all the 
time and it would drive me nuts.’

Jesus took out another cigarette - straight after the 
last one, Smithy observed. There was an uncomfortable 
silence.

Maybe Slate had a point, Boon was thinking. Maybe I’m 
just acting all the time, playing the funny guy, putting 
everyone down. Maybe I am just playing a role.

Smithy was worried about Jesus’s tobacco habit. It 
didn’t look right at all, him smoking. Jesus drew deep 
on his cigarette and his words caught the end of his 
exhale.

‘I envy you,’ Jesus said.

‘What - him? You don’t really,’ Boon said.

‘No, I do. All of you. You all know who you are and 
where you are. You own your identity.’

‘I can tell you, you don’t want to be any of us,’ Boon 
said.

‘We’re all actors ourselves. Only difference is no one’s 
payin’ us. Even Slate here is acting the role of a guy 
who likes to know nothing about the outside world and 
kids himself he’s better that way. Like ignorance is 
bliss.’

Boon was expecting some laughter, but he delivered this 
a little too close to something true.

Jesus look at his watch.

‘I have to be going,’ he said. ‘Gotta be in Globe by 
eight.’

‘At least no one will recognise you in Globe,’ Boon 
said. ‘They don’t have television. It’s like a time warp 
hit that town. Did you see that Twilight Zone? This 
couple arrive in this town and everyone’s wearing 
petticoats and Stetsons. They could have filmed that in 
Globe.’

They all laughed and Boon felt relief.
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‘Who is it that you know there?’ Smithy asked. ‘I know 
someone in Globe; it may be the same person. I know a 
Penny Fulsham. You know her?’

‘No, I don’t,’ said Jesus. ‘I’m visiting my wife.’

‘You’re married!’ said Smithy. ‘I thought you  . . . ’

‘We’ve be separated a long time.’

‘Right. I’m sorry,’ said Smithy and inwardly he 
castigated himself for getting so excited and forgetting 
himself, and forgetting that Jesus was just a real 
person with real problems.

‘Come to think of it, Globe not far from the atomic 
testing areas,’ said Boon, remembering the article and 
wondering if Jesus had any children.

Smithy was wondering how a wife - even an ex-wife - of 
an actor like Donovan Miller got to end up in a town 
like Globe.

Jesus stood up suddenly, for the first time not looking 
and moving like he was in a movie. ‘Well, gentlemen, 
it’s been good talking.’

Boon and Smithy stood up and shook hands with Jesus. 
Slater stayed seated and touched his forelock. When 
Jesus left the restaurant, Boon and Smithy moved to the 
window.

‘Wonder what car he drives,’ Boon said.

Slater opened Boon’s paper and looked at some 
advertisements at the back. ‘Hey, Slate, don’t you care 
what car he drives?’ Smithy said. Slater shook his head 
and carried on reading.

‘He’s a mechanic. He doesn’t care about cars,’ said 
Boon. ‘He has no romance.’ The two men pressed up 
against the glass like boys, listening and looking.

‘Maybe he doesn’t have a car. Maybe it’s a bike,’ Smithy 
said.

Just then a dull-green car pulled out in front of the 
restaurant and turned onto the road heading west.

‘Is that him? Did you see him?’ Smithy asked, tilting 
his head against the pane.

‘It can’t be,’ said Boon. ‘It’s a Ford. Jesus drives a 
Ford.’
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They waited, but no other car left the lot. Over beyond 
the town, the horizon was aglow. It made Boon feel 
uneasy again. Looking at that sky, he could believe the 
world could end. It could end at any minute.
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A Change Of Plan

I am an organised person. I like symmetry: a certain 
order and balance in my life. Planning the day’s 
itinerary is one of my favourite pastimes. To tell the 
truth, I often enjoy the organising more than the doing. 
There is nothing more satisfying that filling the virgin 
spaces of my time planner with plans, meetings and 
events; all tabulated in my meticulous cursive.

It is now 5.05pm and I have completed the filling for 
the week. It is hard to describe the feeling of 
completeness and satisfaction that I experience when I 
know that my job is done. The thought of files arranged 
neatly in chronological sequence sends a thrill of 
pleasure through my body.

I can now look back at what has been a busy week for me. 
The entries in my planner show just what a hectic time 
I’ve had: ‘Monday: Telephone Mother at 7.30pm’ (to tell 
her about the concert). ‘Wednesday: Meeting with Mr 
Howard at 12.30pm (Mr Howard is my boss. He decided to 
give me a rise; my first in five years). ‘Wednesday: 
6.30pm watch ‘Thames News’ (the local news did a feature 
on the old people’s home that is opposite my house. I 
was hoping to catch a glimpse of it but they didn’t film 
the other side of the street).

But it is yesterday’s entry that really stands out. 
‘Thursday: Concert at the Royal Festival Hall! 7.30pm.’ 
I am not usually so liberal with exclamation marks, but 
this entry deserved such punctuation. It is quite 
definitely the outstanding entry of the week. ‘Concert 
at the Royal Festival Hall’ isn’t something I write in 
my planner every day. In fact, I have never had cause to 
write such an entry.

Now it would be dishonest of me to pretend that I bought 
the ticket myself. It was Clara (Mr Howard’s secretary) 
who offered it to me. For some reason she was unable to 
attend the concert. She very kindly suggested that I go 
in her place. Such unexpected perks only come from 
working with interesting people.

I was amazed to learn that Radio 3 were to broadcast the 
very same concert; live. To think that people all over 
Great Britain would actually hear my clapping. The music 
was to be played by the Royal Symphony Orchestra and 
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composed by a man called Albinoni. I laughed when Norma 
told me this. It sounded like something one would order 
in an Italian restaurant I said. I like to joke now and 
again.

Anyway, I finished filing yesterday at about 5.15pm. I 
said goodnight to Mr Howard and Clara, making sure to 
thank her for the ticket. She told me to enjoy myself.

Out in the car park it was already dark and the street 
lights were on in Crystal Palace. The evening was 
clement.

I had decided to drive to the concert because the trains 
from Forest Hill are notoriously slow. Besides, I love 
to travel by motor car. I have a Ford Escort 1.3L. This 
first-rate vehicle comes with a number of useful 
appointments, including a highly effective radio as 
standard. Nothing quite compares to the joy of listening 
to music while in motion. And the thought that my radio 
would be playing the very same music I’d be hearing that 
night gave me a tingly sensation at the nape of my neck. 
Usually on my way home I like to listen to Radio 2. But 
yesterday I decided to be different. I moved the dial 
from the usual FM frequency of 90.2 until I found Radio 
3; just in case there was any mention of the evening 
concert that I was attending. I must confess that the 
sounds coming out of my speaker weren’t something that I 
was used to hearing. The piece that was playing sounded 
rather like the music one might hear in a Western.

When I arrived at my home it was exactly 5.35pm. I keep 
a chart on my kitchen wall of the time it takes me to 
get home. Yesterday’s time was one of the best yet: 14 
minutes. It usually takes me 20 minutes so you can 
appreciate my delight in setting a new record.

I decided to have my tea and toast before changing in 
order not to soil my white shirt. As the kettle boils I 
usually pop a slice of Mother’s Pride (White Thin Slice) 
into the toaster. I synchronise it so that the toast 
pops at exactly the same time as the kettle boils. Then 
I pour the water into the warmed pot and let it brew 
while I spread the butter on to the toast, making sure 
to reach all the corners. It is particularly important 
to get the butter on straight away, otherwise the toast 
has a propensity to disintegrate.
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I then sat down at the kitchen table to open my mail. 
There was a bill from the electricity board and the 
weekly letter from my mother. In her letter she said 
that she would be listening out for me on the radio. She 
added that the dial was ready on Radio 3 - all set for 
7.30pm.

At 5.50pm I put the mug, plate and knife into the sink. 
Now, don’t get me wrong, usually I would have washed up 
the crockery immediately. But yesterday was special: I 
was in such gay spirits that I was prepared to overlook 
this domestic chore.

My white shirt was already ironed and I had done up all 
the buttons to save time. After choosing my favourite 
blue tie I put on my best grey suite by Simpson’s of 
Piccadilly. Almost to the minute I was ready by 6pm just 
in time to hear the news headlines. I like to know 
what’s going on in the world. It is very important to 
keep abreast of events. Yesterday’s news was about a war 
in a country that I was not familiar with. It seems to 
me that there are too many new countries appearing. How 
relieved I am to live in a country as old and 
established as England. The Prime Minister was on the 
news, too. His suit looked rather like mine and that 
made me feel good. Sometimes I get so involved in the 
news I quite forget myself. For the first time in my 
life I forgot to double lock the house when I left. I 
really was in a different world.

Before setting off I studied the map of London and made 
notes of the roads to take. I chose the South Circular 
and the A3: two superlative roads.

I set off by 6.07pm. By the time I joined the South 
Circular at Forest Hill I changed channels from Radio 3 
to Radio 2. I immediately felt at home. What is more, it 
was one of my favourite songs, ‘Yesterday’ by Andy 
Williams - a veritable jewel of a song.

Just for a while nothing seemed to matter. The 
mellifluous voice of Mr Williams made me feel like an 
actor in a film. (I should stress that I am rarely this 
fanciful). The sight of the clear road ahead and of the 
thick traffic coming the other way did, I must confess, 
make me laugh. I wondered how many of these commuters 
would be listening to Andy Williams.
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I was so taken with the song that I almost missed my 
turning on to the A3. By now it was 6.28pm

Then at Kennington the traffic began to slow a little. 
At a traffic light I reached into my pocket just to 
check my ticket. It was crisp and unblemished and would 
make a welcome addition to my collection of tickets. I 
keep all my tickets. It’s a bit like keeping a diary: a 
record of my life, if you like. I stick them into WH 
Smith desk diaries (the page to a day ones, that is). I 
started doing this in 1974.

At Vauxhall the traffic came to a complete halt. I 
believe that this was punishment for laughing at those 
stuck in traffic back in Streatham. This always happens 
to me; my mother calls it divine retribution.

At 7pm I listened to the news. The Prime Minister spoke 
eloquently about the importance of keeping Britain 
British. I believe he is quite right. He really is a 
fine politician and his voice reassured me as I sat and 
watched the traffic.

I was suddenly given quite a shock when the car behind 
me started tooting. People were getting restless. But I 
stayed calm; listening to the news and weather.

At 7.20pm I glanced at my super scale ‘A To Z’, 
calculating that I would need to walk at a speed of over 
ten miles per hour in order to get to the concert in 
time. This was certainly too fast. For five minutes I 
thought about what to do. Some cars were turning around, 
as if to go home.

It was then that I remembered the double locks. I knew 
then that even if I got to the concert in time I would 
spend the whole evening in a tizzy, worrying about my 
house. I stared at my concert ticket and in that instant 
decided to go home. I still had something to stick in my 
diary and I could listen to the concert on the radio. 
Mother would never know.

The Ford Escort has a marvellous turning circle. 
Maneuvering myself out of the jam was really very easy. 
I’m blushing at the memory now, but I nearly whooped 
with relief as I drove out of trouble. This feeling of 
elation more than made up for missing the concert.

I did listen to the music by Albinoni on the way home 
and to tell you the truth I found it rather sad. I soon 
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switched it off. It was just as well that I didn’t go 
really. Perhaps that traffic jam was meant to stop me.

I started whistling ‘Yesterday’: my troubles did indeed 
seem so far away. Isn’t it funny how the best songs echo 
things in our own lives.

The journey back to Forest Hill was a particularly 
smooth one (taking only 44 minutes - including a petrol 
stop at Dulwich). It was quite a relief to get back to 
the house and find everything in order.
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A Mixed Reception

Spenser sits on a table island with six strangers. The 
table is on a swirly sea-green carpet in the hotel’s 
‘Grand Suite’. He’s the only man wearing a morning coat 
at the wedding and is relieved to be able to take it 
off.

He’s not sure who to talk to first. The woman on his 
right looks anorexic and her skin is a sallowy mustard 
colour. He can see from her name card that she’s called 
Alex Blake: a good media name: short and easy to 
remember. She is chatting to the hefty guy on her right 
in a tactile way, eating him with her eyes, arching her 
back like a cat stretching. Spenser noticed the woman on 
his left earlier in church. She is altogether less 
threatening and has just smiled at him and extended her 
hand.

‘I’m Sue,’ she says.

‘Spenser.’

‘This is Danny - my husband.’

Spenser says ‘Hi.’ Danny nods a silent hello.

Sue is pretty, her eyes are wide and direct. Her hand is 
elegant and slightly warmer than Spenser’s. Her husband 
looks tough, like an Irish lightweight: green eyes, 
small mouth. Spenser guesses from his hands that Danny 
does something manual: the nails are chipped and 
scratched, manicured by a hard work. Unlike Spenser’s 
podgy hands, with their nails intact, and the healthy 
half-moons, never an honest day’s work.

He asks Sue: ‘Are you with the bride or the groom?’ He 
wants to get the conversation going, to find common 
ground.

‘With the bride really, although we know them both.’

She can’t quite say her ‘r’s and its difficult to place 
her accent. Her hair is cut into a French bob and would 
be perfect except for the highlights. She doesn’t need 
to highlight her hair and Spenser would love to tell her 
that without causing offence. She keeps dropping her 
gaze to the table, maybe out of deference to Danny.

‘Have you come far?’ he asks.
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‘We came up from Harlow this morning,’ she says.

‘M4?’ He’s being dumb, but after the weather roads are 
the easiest thing to talk about.

‘Yes.

‘Excuse me Sir, would you like white or red?’

‘Red please. So what do you do?’

‘Well, I work part-time at the moment, because of my 
little girl. It’s a firm of accountants. I do the books. 
It’s boring really.’

‘How old is your girl?’

‘Three and a half.’

‘What’s her name?’

‘Portia.’

He didn’t expect that. ‘Great name.’

‘Yes’, she says, ‘You know it? From Merchant Of Venice’

There was a flash of a smile then, perfect teeth all in 
a row.

‘I studied it years ago, at school’, he says.

‘Danny wasn’t happy with the name at first. He thought 
it sounded like a car. I like it though, it’s dignified.

He fails to suppress the patronising thought that she 
called her daughter Portia to raise her out of a grey 
world; to give her a head start.

‘She’s a bit of a Daddy’s girl, isn’t she Danny?’ she 
says.

Danny raises his eyebrows.

‘It isn’t surprising with you reading all the time. You 
should see her, spends her whole time with her nose in a 
book.’

‘I’ve just done an “A” level in English at evening 
classes’, Sue says.

Despite Danny, Spenser latches on.

‘What texts did you study?’

‘We started with A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Then we did 
the Metaphysical Poets. And for the novel we did 
“Mansfield Park” and “Women in Love”.’
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Danny shifts uneasily in his chair. Sue is animated now; 
fired up.

‘Did you like Women in Love?’

‘I loved it.’

She says this with a lot of passion. Spenser wonders 
what she loved: the style, the sexual imagery.

Danny is laughing at something.

‘Yeah! She’d come to bed and read that bloody book till 
three in the morning. She read it about six times. 
Didn’t make me feel too great.’

Spenser pictures her sitting on her bed in a white 
nightie reading ‘Women in Love’; Danny huffed up under 
the duvet, unable to compete with Lawrence.

‘I got a “B”. I couldn’t attend every lesson, because of 
Portia.’

The others on the table have hardly said a thing. The 
man opposite has been listening, playing with his kid 
ostentatiously, the way people do. Danny has been half 
listening, half trying not to pay attention. The man 
with the baby suddenly cuts in.

‘I dunno about all this reading lark. I mean I read a 
bit, you know, The Mirror, Mayfair Christmas Edition, 
and I picked up one of Ruth’s books. But I couldn’t hack 
that heavy crap. Boorrin’.

He is a short with a big grin and a laugh like a 
Gattling Gun, a burst of which he delivers at the end of 
each sentence. He turns to the baby on his knee and in a 
baby voice says ‘Isn’t it my splodge? It’s all boorrin’.

The woman next to him looks angry,

‘What do you know, Lee? You’ve never read a proper book 
in your life.’

‘I tried it. Gave me a headache.’

Danny joins in: ‘I don’t get the time for it. When I get 
‘ome I’m cream crackered. But ‘er, she can’t get enough 
of it, it’s like she’s having an affair with ‘er books.’

‘Yeah. You’ve got to watch these women and their books,’ 
Lee says.

Sue smiles this off, obviously used to it.
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‘I’d like to do more - to study more. My tutor said I 
should do Open University but it costs six hundred 
pounds.’

Danny still looks caught between wanting to talk and 
wanting to smash someone’s face in.

‘What do you do, Danny?’

‘Plumber. What do you do?’

Spenser offers his humble smile that he’s perfected.

‘I’m a copywriter: I write adverts, jingles and things.’

‘What, like Beanz Meanz Heinz?’

‘Yeah, that sort of thing. I’m out of work at the moment 
too.’

This isn’t exact, but Spenser says it to make himself 
less of a threat.

‘I wrote an advert once, for the Yellow Pages,’ Danny 
says, ‘All Plumbing Problems Solved. A waste of money. 
Didn’t get a single bloody call.’

Sue has gone quiet and is looking at the table again. 
Perhaps she is annoyed at Danny steering the 
conversation away from books.

‘Melon or soup, sir?’

‘Soup please.’

Sue has gone to telephone home to see how Portia is. She 
is taller than Spenser thought; slim, without being 
scrawny, and her legs look strong. She moves with an 
awkward grace. Her dress is fluent and a colour you 
don’t usually see: a green the colour of Morris Minors. 
Danny is sharing a joke with Lee, Ruth’s husband. 
Spenser just hears the words Mayfair Christmas Edition. 
Their laughter has a false ring about it, as if they’re 
scared of something. They’re whistling in the dark, 
while Lawrence and Shakespeare do a runner with their 
wives.

Alex is having an intercourse cigarette and has re-
crossed her legs, shifting her body towards Spenser. Her 
‘Balls of melon soaked in port’ are untouched. The 
halter-neck dress she’s wearing shows too much skin and 
bone; Spenser can see her scapula in all its definition.
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She says, ‘so what brings a debonair man like you to a 
wedding like this?’

‘I know the bride, she was a secretary at the agency 
where I worked. It’s a vague connection, I’m lucky to be 
here.’

‘Hardly! Anyway, it’s nice to see that she has “some” 
classy friends.’

Spenser wants her to keep it down.

‘Don’t worry about me. I’m not trying to get you into 
bed or anything. I’m just a little fazed by all of this, 
and it doesn’t take me long to get tipsy. I’m jealous 
you see.’

‘Of what?’

‘Of married couples.’

Spenser sees her ring and she sees him seeing it.

‘He left me three months ago. We were married exactly 
twelve months. I like to wear it still.’

‘I’m sorry.’

‘So am I. The crazy thing is that I really appreciated 
what those vows meant when they said them today: to love 
and to cherish; for richer, for poorer. They went 
straight over our heads when we got married. Do you 
smoke?’

‘No thanks.’ As she smokes she fingers Spenser’s name 
card again and reads it aloud. ‘Spenser Hamilton. I 
don’t see a ring.’

‘I’m not married.’

‘You look happy. Is that the secret?’

Spenser wonders why she thinks that. Does he look happy?

‘I’m not sure I know the secret.’

‘Oh come on! Money? Success? Good looks? A girlfriend? I 
take it you’ve got a girlfriend?’

‘Actually I haven’t.’

‘That’s probably the secret.’

‘I don’t think so. I would like to get married.’

‘Can’t recommend it. It sounds good on paper, but it 
doesn’t live up to it’s ..ideal. I mean here we all are 
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celebrating Jean and Jeff’s wedding, but before long 
they’ll be arguing, then unfaithful. In fact I’ll have a 
little bet with you. I’ll give it three years - until 
they start proceedings.’

Spenser can see the newlyweds on the top table, looking 
happy and love-struck. Their contentment protects them - 
for now. Is Alex’s prediction plausible? The statistics 
say so. What is it now - one in three that fail? He 
suddenly feels angry.

‘I think they’ll stay together.’

‘Forever?’

‘Til’ death do them part’.

‘You’re a romantic.’

‘Not really.’

‘The trouble is that people expect too much from each 
other. They think they’ve found the one and only person 
in the world for them. When they realise it isn’t true 
they panic. Then they pack up. The sooner they realise 
that there is no such thing as true love the better. 
Then they might just last the course.’ she says.

‘Chicken or beef, sir?’

‘Beef, please.’

‘Madam?’

‘Nothing for me, unless you’ve any salad.’

During the main course there is a lull in the 
conversation while everyone concentrates on the food. 
There are a few noises of approval and the clinking of 
stainless steel on porcelain. Then Andy, a man with a 
very thick neck, lets go a deep belch which the other 
men on the table find amusing. They’ve found their 
lowest common denominator.

Andy has been drinking bitter throughout the meal and 
must be on his seventh pint - not including any he might 
have had at the bar. Whenever the waitress comes round 
with the wine he hands her his glass to be refilled and 
then leers in her wake, following her with his small 
eyes. He keeps turning round to the table behind and 
laughing.

Half way through the main course the men on that table 
(most of whom seem to have thick necks) start singing 
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rugby songs obviously directed at the groom who looks 
over and raises his thumb in approval. Andy conducts the 
little chorus with his knife:

‘Why was he born so beautiful; why was he born at all?’, 
they sing tunelessly, with great volume, laughing 
afterwards as if it is the funniest thing ever. Their 
singing is a kind of gauntlet to the other tables and 
the dining room erupts into mis-timed fugues of ‘Why was 
he born so beautiful’. Most people seem to find it 
funny: Danny is chuckling to himself, Alex is smiling, 
Lee is also laughing and singing. The room is fetid with 
boorish bonhomie.

Sue just bows her head, as if embarrassed and not 
wanting to condone the singing by watching it. She is 
distinct: beautiful and passive.

Spenser suddenly feels that I’m not meant to be here. He 
has a fleeting fantasy about leaving with Sue and 
driving as far away as possible.

Danny notices Sue’s indifference to the singing and 
seems annoyed.

‘What’s the matter with you, lost your sense of humour?’

‘I don’t find it particularly funny,’ she says.

‘That’s the trouble with all your reading it gives you 
high ideas. It’s made you a snob.’

He flashes a look at Spenser. Danny is also a little 
beered-up. His voice is loud with alcohol and he looks 
flushed. The bawdy atmosphere is insidious.

‘I see that your penguin friend shares your view,’ says 
Danny, loud enough for Spenser to hear. He is no longer 
able to contain his prejudice.

‘At least he’s made an effort to look smart,’ Sue 
replies, defending Spenser’s morning coat. This is the 
wrong thing to say. Spencer el squirms in his seat.

Danny pushes his chair back as if to get up.

‘I see. Not good enough for you am I? Because I haven’t 
got a fancy suit. Sorry! Sorry I haven’t read A 
Midsummer fucking Nights Dream, or fucking Jane 
Mansfield!’.
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‘Danny!’ But he is already out of his seat and storming 
out of the dining room. For a second Spencer is 
convinced he is going to be hit.

Without looking at Spencer Sue gets up and follows him.

Had this scene happened an hour ago it might have turned 
heads but the gathering is too inebriated to notice. No-
one on Spencer’s table bats an eyelid except for Alex 
who turns and places a brown paw on his thigh.

‘You are causing a little stir. What did you say?’

‘I didn’t say anything. I just think Danny is upset.’

‘I don’t blame him the way you’ve been ogling his wife. 
He’s probably jealous of you. I would be.’

Spencer feels a little sick. Perhaps he has been over 
attentive.

‘Dessert, Sir?’

‘No thanks.’

Spencer is thinking. It’s my fault. I do find her 
attractive and I’ve made it very obvious to everyone on 
the table. When she left just now I actually wanted to 
go with her; to hold her hand; to make everything all 
right.

The coffee is being served in time for the speeches. The 
smell of cigars is beginning to fill the room. Sue 
returns alone moving briskly through the yellow fog, 
head bowed. As she sits down she let’s out a sigh.

‘I’m really sorry if I said anything’, Spencer says.

‘Don’t be silly. You didn’t say anything. Danny has had 
too much to drink, that’s all.’

‘Where is he?’

‘He’s having a cigarette in the car park. He says he’s 
going for a walk.’

She’s been crying and seems unwilling to look at 
Spencer. Without any premeditation he places a hand on 
her shoulder.

‘Look. Perhaps I should apologise to Danny.’

The room breaks out into cheers and cat-calls as the 
speeches begin. Sue doesn’t flinch from his touch, and 
this makes him aware of himself and pull back his hand. 
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Then she lifts her head and looks at him with intensity. 
He imagines kissing her.

‘You haven’t done anything. We were only talking, that’s 
all. Just talking about things that matter.  . . .  
Danny feels  . . .  He is jealous. He is frightened of 
anything  . . .  anything like that.’

A little struggle of desire is taking place inside 
Spenser. This absurdly romantic notion of eloping with 
Sue against the fear of being pulverised.

‘He said to apologise to you. He didn’t mean to be rude. 
I think he’s over tired.

‘Sshh you two: the speeches,’ says Alex.

The speeches are long and full of knowing innuendo. Lee 
is roaring with laughter and clapping with his hands 
above his head. ‘Ha! Great joke at the end: squeezing 
her lemon behind a tree! What a way to meet your future 
bride.’

Andy is still standing up clapping loudly and slowly 
with his cigar clamped firmly between thick lips. 
‘Brilliant!’

Alex is shaking her head ruefully. ‘Thank God I’m not a 
man. It makes me sick with nerves just to hear a 
speech  . . . ’

Behind them the huge burgundy curtain is drawn back to 
reveal a dance floor and disco. The lights are dimmed 
and a slow rhythmic pounding introduces the first dance. 
To rapturous applause the newlyweds make their way to 
the centre of the floor. Out there, cocooned in their 
happiness, they share a joke with each other, immune to 
the underlying unhappiness in the room.

The guests all watch, envious, laughing, cheering, 
admiring, waiting for their turn to join them.

The music moves on through a predicable medley of hits 
and the floor fills. At first some women dance in fours 
or fives together. Then the men move in and the room 
echoes with chants of ‘I need you, you, you, I need you, 
you, you; I need you, you, you’.

‘I hate this song,’ Spenser says, although he’d really 
like to dance, just one dance. Ruth and Lee, Andy and 
Alex are dancing, and Sue and Spenser are the only ones 
on the table. They watch. The next song is slower.
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‘Would you like to dance?’ Spenser asks, feeling the 
exquisite uncertainty of Sue’s answer in the silence. 
After what seems minutes she says ‘Yes’.

‘Would Danny mind?’

‘Probably, but he’s outside, and he never dances.’

Spenser offers his hand and she takes it holding it 
lightly but positively. He read this as confirmation. 
The song is slow and she rests her chin on his shoulder 
as they dance and their bodies are touching. He feels 
closer than that even, as if he knows her better than 
anyone. Better than Danny. But then he thinks about 
Danny out in the car park, pacing. Oddly this thought 
adds to his excitement and makes the dance slightly 
electric.

‘What are you thinking about.’ he asks her.

‘Danny. He hates himself for behaving like this. He’s 
just insecure. It’s true what they say. “The course of 
true love never did run smooth”. I believe that.’

‘Do you believe in true love?’ Spenser asks limply, 
disappointed but impressed at her resignation.

‘No. Not Mills and Boon true love. But I believe in love 
being true.’

‘So do I,’ he says, hardly aware that he’s saying it.

They dance on silently, unable to add anything to this. 
As the song ends and merges into the next they separate 
and look at the floor.

‘Thank you for the dance, and for being so friendly,’ 
she says, ‘I think I’d better go and see where Danny’s 
got to.’

Alex is at the table smoking. Her eyes don’t quite focus 
on him and her movements have become slurred.

‘How are the lovebirds?’ At first he thinks she’s 
talking about the newlyweds but then her tutting makes 
it clearer.

‘Can’t two adults have a conversation without everyone 
accusing them of having an affair?’ he snaps.

‘Not these days, Darling. Anyway, don’t be touchy. You 
looked lovely together; a perfect couple. Stop 
pretending you don’t find her attractive. I saw you out 
there pressing up to each other. Where’s she gone now?’
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‘Back to her husband.’

‘They won’t last.’

‘I think you’re wrong. They’ll work it out.’ He says 
this with real conviction. The most convincing thing 
he’s said all day.

At this Alex leans on her bony elbows. She seems to have 
got thinner during the meal. She suddenly begins to 
laugh uncontrollably. Her whole body shaking with silent 
convulsion and tears quickly well in their ducts and 
pour down her face, carving tracks through her fake tan. 
Spencer watches her and eventually puts a hand on her 
shoulder. She is painfully skinny and he removes his 
hand and puts it over her hand, over her ring, and keeps 
it there until her trembling stops.

The waiter brings the wedding cake. Spenser takes a 
piece for himself a piece for Alex. He pushes it towards 
her. But she shakes her head no.

Spencer opens her hand and puts the cake in her palm.

‘Go on. Eat it. It’ll do you good.’
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Moisturiser

I always minded my own business at work. I concentrated 
on the job in hand, completed it, and then left. I 
didn’t get involved. I know that in some jobs there’s 
that camaraderie but Shaw’s wasn’t that kind of place. 
Everyone who worked there understood that. You didn’t 
bring your personal life into the office; it was an 
unspoken law.

Then this new guy arrived: Woody Johnson. Johnson didn’t 
look as though he was going to survive Shaw’s very long. 
He was jittery beyond belief. He sat right in front of 
me so when I looked up from my desk I couldn’t help but 
notice him. He always tried to catch my attention with a 
smile and say hi with his eyes. And he kept making 
galloping horse taps on the desk with his fingernails.

He was the youngest in the office and that might have 
explained it: most of us were married or had kids and 
had forgotten how on edge we were when we took our first 
jobs. But there was more to Johnson’s nerves than that; 
being young and green couldn’t explain why his leg 
jiggled as if it were battery operated; why he scratched 
his face with the outside of his hand all the time; or 
why he looked around like a forest animal hardly daring 
to breath unless something bit his head off. There was 
something else going on in that kid’s head.

He’d been at the company a week when he asked me if I 
wanted to go out for a sandwich with him. He was shaking 
as he spoke - there was even a tremble in his voice - 
and he looked anywhere but at me. I was reluctant to 
oblige because I always liked to eat my lunch alone in 
the café and read my paper, but I couldn’t think of an 
excuse quickly enough so I accepted the offer.

Out in the street he walked at a heck of a pace, pushing 
his hands deep into his flapping coat, keeping his head 
facing down towards his feet and making little darting 
glances either side. You’d think someone was on his 
tail.

‘Could we slow down a bit? There’s no rush or anything,’ 
I said.

‘Sorry,’ he said. And the way he apologised made me feel 
bad for asking him to slow down.
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He shortened his strides but kept his head down and 
scratched his face the way he did at his desk. He really 
needed to relax up a bit.

‘Let’s enjoy the lunch-break,’ I said. These things are 
sacred.’

‘I’m sorry. Thanks for coming out with me,’ he said.

‘It’s nothing,’ I said, automatically. ‘And there’s no 
need him to apologize all the time.’

Then, right out of nowhere, he asked me if I thought 
about death much. We were on our way to have a little 
light lunch and he was asking me a question like that.

‘Not really,’ I said.

‘I think about it all the time,’ he said, and I knew he 
wasn’t kidding when he said this.

‘Can’t do you much good,’ I said.

‘People shouldn’t pretend it isn’t there,’ he said. 
‘It’s better to face up to it.’

I didn’t know what to say to this.

We turned into the alley where the café was glowing in 
the dreary light, promising warm shelter and comfort, a 
respite from work, wind and worry. I meant what I said 
about lunch being sacred. It’s a time to switch off and 
regain the mental breath. Usually I would take my paper 
with me and catch up on the news. The problems of the 
world always put my own into perspective, made me feel a 
little better about my own lot. Already I was begrudging 
my time with Johnson, thinking about the paper I wasn’t 
reading and wondering what trouble was happening 
elsewhere.

As we queued for our lunch, Johnson asked me what I was 
going to have, like a child who couldn’t decide what to 
have for himself.

‘I usually have sardines and scrambled eggs,’ I said.

‘Is that good for you?’ he asked.

‘It tastes good,’ I said.

He kept rubbing his skin by his cheek, scratching it 
with his knuckles.

‘I’ll have what you’re having,’ he said.
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We put in our orders and went upstairs. At the table he 
kept his coat on, fully buttoned, and his hands in his 
pockets.

‘Do you think the others at work ever think about 
death?’ he asked. He couldn’t see that this wasn’t my 
favourite topic.

‘They’re too busy to think about stuff like that. 
Everyone has got to get on with their life.’

‘I suppose you’re right,’ he said.

I had never thought about death that much. What good is 
there in it? But here was this kid obsessing over it 
like an old man on his death-bed.

There were lots of people in that café, huddling away 
from the cold, warming each other with their chat. Four 
men on the table next to us seemed to be having a good 
time, really laughing. I wanted to be in on their 
joking, sitting with them, having a laugh, instead of 
chatting about death with a guy who’s leg jiggled. It 
was a selfish thought, I know, but I get panicky if I 
can’t enjoy my lunch-break. I need a good break to make 
the afternoon tolerable. Life is short and you have to 
enjoy as much of it as you can.

The waiter brought our sardines and eggs and teas, all 
of them steaming. Johnson’s leg was sending a slight 
vibration through the table, enough to create little 
swirls in the tea. I wanted to finish up as quickly as I 
could but the food was too hot to wolf and I had to blow 
on every mouthful. Johnson did the same thing; it was 
like having an annoying kid brother who copied every 
damn thing you did. I decided to get him off the subject 
of death, hoping that this would stop him fidgeting.

‘How old are you?’ I asked.

‘Twenty three,’ he said.

‘What did you do before you came to Shaw’s?’

‘This is my first full-time job,’ he said. ‘I did some 
part-time work. Admin. It was hard getting full time 
work; people kept telling me I was too inexperienced. Or 
too young. Shaw’s is great though. Everyone seems very 
friendly. How long have you been there?’

‘Seven years.’

‘I’ll be thirty in seven years.’
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I was getting heartburn from eating the hot food too 
quick. I put my cutlery down and put my hands around my 
mug of tea.

‘It’s good to eat some healthy food,’ Johnson said. 
‘It’s something I need to do.’ I could sense that he was 
on the verge of telling me something I didn’t want to 
know. ‘I’m not very good with my diet,’ he continued. 
‘The doctor told me that I should eat more healthily 
because of this skin complaint I’ve got.’

I could see the dry skin just below his ears where he 
shaved. The skin there looked flaky and sore. I could 
have told him for free that diet wasn’t the problem.

‘I get dry skin at this time of the year,’ I said, 
trying to sympathise, ‘It’s the cold that does it. You 
need some moisturiser. My wife uses it all the time. I 
borrow it sometimes.’

I don’t know why I told him that. It only encouraged 
him.

‘Where can I get some of that?’ he asked, as if he had 
never heard of moisturiser.

‘A chemists,’ I said.

Johnson did not find life easy, it was plain to see. He 
had a problem that went deep, well below the skin. But I 
didn’t want to know about it and I was not going to dig 
for it. Sometimes, if you get too close to a person, 
they can latch on to you and pester you with their 
problems and you end up becoming their councillor or 
something.

‘Do you think I should have some orange juice for my 
skin?’ he asked.

‘Whatever,’ I said. I was getting aggravated but it was 
more at myself that at him. Johnson was beginning to 
make me nervous, messing up my routine like this, 
talking about his problems. I found my own leg jiggling 
while he talked about Vitamin C and how hard he found it 
to relax. Johnson needed someone to care for him; 
someone to tell him how to look after himself, and it 
wasn’t going to be me. I skipped my usual apple pie and 
second cup of tea.

‘I need to run over to the post office, to get some 
stamps,’ I said, lying. ‘Can you find your way back?’
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‘Yes, of course,’ he said, although I could easily see 
this boy getting lost between the cafe and work.

Instead of waiting for the waiter to bring the bill I 
paid at the till. As we left the café Johnson thanked me 
for having lunch with him, as if I had taken him to the 
smartest restaurant in town or something.

‘It’s not a problem,’ I said.

‘Maybe we could come here tomorrow,’ he said. Out of 
pure impatience I said maybe we would.

We had to walk to the end of the street together and 
this time I was the one walking fast, my head down. I 
was having a little struggle. Johnson with his skin and 
his nerves and his helplessness had exposed something in 
me. I didn’t want to get involved but something in me 
wanted to help him. At the end of the alley, across the 
street, there was a chemist.

‘You should get that moisturiser,’ I said.

He looked at the shop. ‘What does it look like?’ he 
asked.

How does this guy survive? I wondered.

It felt embarrassing going into a chemist to get some 
moisturiser for another man, but I had to do it. I 
couldn’t share a desk with a guy scratching himself all 
the time.

‘Come on, I’ll show you.’

The shop was busy and I checked to see that there was 
no-one from work there. I didn’t want to be seen buying 
moisturiser for Johnson. I quickly found the right 
section with all the creams including the brand my wife 
used. I handed it to Johnson but he seemed afraid to 
take it.

‘It’s expensive,’ he said.

‘It’s the cheapest on the shelf.’

‘I’ll leave it,’ he said.

I could see his skin all red and dry and needy. He 
looked at me as if he were waiting for me to make the 
decision. He scratched his cheek.

‘It’s £4.99,’ I said. ‘Go on, you need it.’ I was ready 
to buy it for him if necessary.
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‘Okay, I’ll do it,’ he said, as if he’d suddenly 
gathered the courage to parachute out of a plane for the 
first time in his life.

We left the chemists and he took out the moisturiser and 
started to squeeze the cream into his hand right there 
in the street, even while we were walking along. I 
couldn’t believe the quantity he squirted: half the tube 
almost.

‘God, you don’t need that much,’ I said. ‘That stuff is 
rich. It’s meant to be use sparingly.’

I took some of the cream from his hand and rubbed it 
into my own hands to use it up, but there was so much 
that I had to rub my hands together.

‘Look, I’ll put some on the way my wife does,’ I said. 
And I showed him, rubbing it into my face hoping he’d 
copy me. But he just stood there with his hand full of 
cream, watching me like a dumb animal.

So I took the rest of the cream from his hand, praying 
again that no-one from work would see me doing this. I 
dabbed it on to his skin like a mother cleaning food 
from an infant’s lips.

‘It stings,’ he said. ‘It really stings. Are you sure 
this will help?’

‘Yes. Just be patient, let it sink in. You rub it in 
now.’

He rubbed his fingers over his cheeks and pulled a face 
to stretch the skin.

‘How often should I put it on?’

‘Put it on in the morning and at night. Don’t put too 
much on or you’ll make it worse,’ I said. If I’d offered 
to come to his house and do it for him he would have 
accepted.

‘It feels better now,’ he said.

‘Don’t touch it.’

We walked back to work with our faces sticky from the 
cream. Johnson kept massaging his cheeks and looking at 
me, amazed that the cream was working. I should have 
been glad that Johnson was happier but I couldn’t help 
thinking about the bad time I was having. I even found 
myself thinking ‘what if I did die, right here, right 
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now?’ Damn him, I thought. Johnson ruins my lunch and 
then gets me thinking about death.

‘I’m sorry I stopped you getting your stamps,’ he said.

‘What?’

‘You wanted to go to the post office?’

‘I’ll use the franking machine at work.’

‘Is it alright to do that?’

‘As long as you don’t go and do your Christmas cards on 
it, yeah.’ I doubted Johnson sent or received that many 
Christmas cards.

‘I need to write to my parents,’ he said. ‘They live 
abroad. Could I frank a letter abroad?’

‘I’m sure,’ I said.

As we approached the company building the wind chafed 
into us and I could feel the cream on my face drying 
already. I looked at Johnson’s skin, glowing from the 
cream. With his shiny, red face he looked like a baby, 
like a baby abandoned to the world too soon. That cream 
was doing its job for now, but its effect would only 
last so long.
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A Healthy Congregation

Every fourth Sunday, Emyr cycled through the town as it 
slept off its Saturday-nighting and rewarded itself with 
best back bacon. He saw chamois leathers shining proud 
cars and Sunday-papered people laying the table for 
roast. When he returned in the afternoon, he saw them 
walking off their lunch and throwing sticks for their 
dogs, or reclining in front of the football or spending 
money in the shops now open. These were the rituals of 
those who believed in Sunday.

He rode to a church on the edge of town where a 
shrinking congregation huddled near the two-bar heater 
and listened to him. They were given a breakfast of 
bread and wine and told that their reward would come. 
They knelt on embroidered cushions and sat on hard, 
unforgiving pews before putting their money in a cloth 
purse.

There aren’t many, Emyr reflected one cold April 
morning. His voice was now echoing in the emptiness 
where once it had been swallowed up by the muffling 
coats of a full house. Then a voice had to be raised to 
be heard, but now even a whisper amplified.

Emyr saw that there were six that day (not including Mr 
Davies the organist). That’s not bad, he thought. 
Perhaps if it were a little warmer there’d be a few 
more. After all, it’s cold for April. Look at their 
amens: shooting out breathy vapour like spirits. It’s 
too easy blaming the weather. It’s more likely to be 
Sunday opening that’s keeping them away. Even Mrs 
Griffiths said that she was tempted to do her shopping 
last month. Or perhaps it’s the preaching. He’d upset 
the Heyricks with his sermon on Christ disliking 
tradition. He’d lost a few members of the congregation 
since then.

‘Too radical for my liking,’ Mr Heyrick said. But Christ 
was radical, he went to the root, Emyr wanted to say.

During Communion there was a hailstorm which sounded 
like boys throwing gravel at the windows. Then the sun 
bathed Mr Davies in golden light as he played Come Down 
O Love Divine. Emyr was thinking again; a stream of 
unconnected thoughts: April is a funny month. It can’t 
seem to make up its mind which season it’s in. Mary 
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Griffiths looks peaky today - she hasn’t looked well for 
some time. And I must paint the vestry.

‘Father, Son and Holy Ghost.’

Afterwards, in the peeling vestry, he removed his 
cassock and folded it with the cloths of the sacrament. 
He disliked the fuss and finery of his job and guessed 
that Christ wouldn’t have cared much for them either. 
But he kept this unorthodox thought to himself. The 
canon would not have agreed with such a view and Emyr 
had to tread respectfully in the wake of his superior’s 
burgundy robes.

In the heady days, there was a service at St Lawrence’s 
twice a week, twice a day. Emyr was a sexton then and 
the Reverend Elgan Preece conducted the services. Preece 
was an exciting speaker with a ballistic voice and a 
canny knack of seeming to speak to everyone in the 
church personally.

Over the years the numbers fell. Not even Preece could 
stop this from happening. ‘It’s easier not to believe,’ 
he once said to Emyr. The diocese decided to reduce the 
number of services, adding that the church no longer 
required a full-time vicar. Preece liked Emyr and 
encouraged him to train as a lay-preacher. ‘They’re 
going to send me away someday, Emyr,’ he said, ‘and I 
think you should take the monthly services.’ It was 
plain as bread that Preece was destined for bigger 
venues.

The Reverend’s prophecy was swiftly fulfilled and he was 
posted to Nigeria that summer. Emyr was appointed to 
conduct a monthly service at St Lawrence’s after 
completing his lay-preacher’s course. He was a reluctant 
preacher, preferring the task of burying the dead to 
that of saving souls but his love of the church and its 
people convinced him to wear the cloth. He’d been 
preacher for less than a month when, on an evil December 
morning, the canon came with bad tidings. As they walked 
slowly through the cemetery the canon spoke in his over-
enunciated and purple way.

‘It pains me to have to bring you such ghastly news, 
Emyr. I am afraid that the diocese can no longer justify 
the maintenance of this church. It is an exquisite 
little church but there simply isn’t the resource. I 
have spoken to the bishop who suggests that we keep the 
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monthly service going for another year. A year’s grace, 
if you will. This is the most I can offer.’ He held out 
his hands in supplication. Emyr kept looking down at his 
own feet which occasionally appeared from under his 
cassock. He wondered what kind of shoes the canon was 
wearing, but they remained a dark secret beneath his 
robes.

‘We try our best to keep the costs down. Is there 
nothing we can do to keep it going?’ he asked.

‘A healthier congregation might change matters, but 
there seems little point in providing a service for a 
handful when there are empty seats at St Mary’s.’

Emyr kept his head down. The canon stopped and looked at 
him with a knowing smile, his hands cupped.

‘You needn’t worry Emyr, we can find you a post at St 
Mary’s.’ But Emyr wasn’t thinking about his job, he was 
thinking about the tombs recalling former ‘healthier’ 
congregations.

‘It’s of paramount importance that we support our main 
parish church,’ the canon went on. ‘The bulk of our 
attendance is at St Mary’s. The smaller parish churches 
are all in the same boat. Congregations are falling 
everywhere.’

‘But even if there was only one person attending the 
service here it would be worth keeping it open,’ Emyr 
said, with sudden conviction.

‘I admire your ideals, Emyr, but sadly they are 
unrealistic. The books have to balance and unless there 
is an improvement in attendance over the next year then 
I’ll have no choice but to close the church, loath as I 
am.’

‘Is it so important to have a full church? Isn’t it 
better to have a few true believers? Aren’t we told that 
wherever one or two shall be gathered, that that 
enough?’

The canon could feel Emyr’s truths niggling at his 
authority. ‘The fact remains, there are not enough to 
justify the costs. I have recommended a mean annual 
average of 10 per congregation for the coming year. That 
would just about satisfy the new criterion. You must 
keep a book of all those who attend.’ Emyr felt deeply 
depressed at the news. He could see no way of making up 
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the numbers. And the canon depressed him, too. There was 
little love in the man.

When the new year began, Emyr broke the news to his 
gathering. Katlyn Williams cried and offered to organise 
a fête. Mary Griffiths was angry and referred to the 
canon as ‘that terrible man’.

A taboo soon evolved around his name. Emyr became 
thrifty as an ant, painting the porch out of his own 
pocket, and persuading a man delivering gravel to the 
local estate to ‘spill some on the driveway’. When the 
organ started sounding like a vacuum cleaner he 
organised a raffle to get it fixed. But none of this 
could alter the fact that the pews stood empty. And it 
was now April.

After saying his prayers Emyr carried his vestments to 
an oak chest in the nave. This chest was older than the 
church and more valuable than anything in it. Emyr had 
suggested selling it to keep the church going but the 
canon refused, stating that it was ‘a relic of great 
historical importance’. Just above the chest was a 
reproduction painting in an ornate frame. It depicted St 
Lawrence surrounded by the instruments of torture that 
eventually martyred him. Emyr took heart from the 
church’s namesake: St Lawrence knew a thing or two about 
adversity. When arrested by Caesar for giving away 
church funds to the needy, he was asked to produce the 
church treasures. In answer, St Lawrence filled the 
church with the poor, sick and old of the town and 
declared, ‘Here are your treasures.’ Caesar failed to 
appreciate the metaphor and had St Lawrence tortured and 
burned slowly in a grid-iron. Despite these attentions 
St Lawrence still had the look of a man who’d done the 
right thing.

A keen smell of naphthalene and beeswax wafted from the 
chest as Emyr placed the robes in one corner and took a 
red exercise book marked Congregation Attendance from 
the other. This was The Book which the canon had asked 
him to keep. Writing the names in it every month had now 
become part of the ritual and for Emyr the most solemn 
part. The year had begun badly: four in January, seven 
in February, eight in March. Emyr picked up the pencil 
and wrote in the names of the six who had attended the 
day’s April service starting, as he always did, with 
Mary Griffiths. This was the one name he could count on 
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writing down. She was always first in the church and 
first in The Book. She hadn’t been well but whenever he 
asked her if she was all right she’d have none of it.

‘Don’t you worry about me,’ she said, ‘worry about that 
terrible man, and that terrible book.’

Emyr wrote in the names of the other five, reflecting 
that it didn’t take long to write them down. These were 
the church’s only treasures. He then counted out the 
offering. As ever, the month’s collection was generous - 
far too generous for these people. With this money he 
hoped to paint the vestry royal blue. The canon had 
recommended royal blue.

After closing The Book on the April service, Emyr donned 
his sexton’s galoshes and gaberdine and headed for the 
graveyard to tidy up. The wild grass was giving the 
graves a forgotten look and a cruse filled with wet 
dried flowers had blown over. Many of the urns needed 
fresh flowers. All around the headstones, between the 
graves, bluebells and weeds danced. The cemetery still 
had a life of its own.

Emyr found the sexton’s tasks relaxing - much easier 
than preaching. He felt closer to God out among the 
graves and flowers, wearing his boots. When he preached 
he wrestled with himself, always fighting to find the 
right words. He knew what to say but it never came out 
the way he intended. He preferred to potter in the yard 
and share his thoughts with the dead. There he was with 
old friends. Emyr had buried at least 20 of the dead in 
those graves. The graveyard had a visible chronology in 
the layout. The oldest graves were mottled and mossed 
and furthest from the gate; the latest graves were 
marble and shiny and close to the path entrance.

Emyr began his spring-clean by washing the bird 
droppings from Owen Williams’ headstone where the 
inscription read ‘In Loving Memory’. Owen would have 
turned in his pine casket if he knew what was happening 
to his beloved church. Owen always had an opinion, even 
on his death-bed. He had insisted on a pine coffin: 
‘It’s the cheapest and I’ll rot quicker. I can’t afford 
oak and anyway, what difference does it make?’

‘Not much,’ Emyr had replied, although secretly he was 
thinking that pine was lighter. Owen was a heavy man. He 
needed six to carry him. Now the church needed new life; 
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new people to push the average up, swallow up the echo 
and fill the collection tray. ‘Where are you now that I 
need you?’ Emyr asked his friends in the graveyard, but 
no answer came except for birds and wind.

Mary Griffiths died in May. She had been ill for months 
and told no one about it. She knew she was going because 
she left meticulous orders for her funeral (teak casket, 
The Lord’s My Shepherd, and a burial next to her husband 
Daniel). Two days after her death Emyr received a 
letter. Mary had scribbled a short, final note: ‘Emyr, 
although I am not going to be there, write my name in 
The Book. I will be there in spirit. Always, God Bless 
(and He will), Mary.’

The church was packed. Christenings, marriages and 
funerals are the three great church fillers. The days 
between have their own rituals and distractions but 
people like their rites of passage. Many of them were 
unused to church and Emyr had to raise his voice to be 
heard over the shuffling and coughing. Even then he felt 
many of his words fell on deaf ears. These people wanted 
it over with.

After the burial Emyr returned to the church. A small 
girl was looking for something under one of the pews.

‘Hello, can I help you?’ Emyr asked gently, not wanting 
to startle her.

‘I’m looking for my cardi, it’s a blue one.’

‘I think you left it over here,’ Emyr said, pointing at 
the chest. He walked over and gave it to the girl, who 
seemed to have little fear. ‘Are you a relation of 
Mary’s?’

‘She is my Gran,’ the girl said, firm in the use of the 
present tense.

‘I should think you will miss your Gran. We’ll all miss 
her.’

‘She’s still here,’ the girl insisted. ‘I can feel her 
here now in the church - can you feel her?’

Emyr looked around the empty church.

‘No, silly, you can’t see her, you have to feel her. She 
is here.’

‘Yes. Yes, you are right. Mary is still here.’ Emyr had 
to agree.
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That autumn Emyr painted the vestry a bright, pure 
white. (There was no royal blue in the shop.) And every 
month he wrote the names in The Book. He swept the 
leaves from the yard and peeled off the ones that had 
stuck to the marble headstones. He then burned the 
leaves in a vast bonfire at the corner of the cemetery.

In November he received a letter from the canon 
reminding him of the all-important audit at the 
beginning of January. He also suggested in his letter 
that if numbers were still down there was a chance of 
saving the church by petition. But by then Emyr knew 
where to get the names.

It was a rare white Christmas and the snow settled 
thickly for several weeks. The canon came to church in a 
black car to audit the book. He was red in the nose and 
replete with stuffing. The cold made him impatient to 
get a move on.

‘That was the most frightful journey,’ he said without 
looking at Emyr. He seemed to be concentrating his whole 
effort on walking on the slippery path.

‘There’s no grip in these blessed shoes,’ he said. As 
they entered the church he gave a cursory glance at the 
painted porch and the Christmas decorations before going 
to the vestry. This apostolic accountant mumbled 
disappointment at the choice of colour. ‘Well, these 
details are academic now,’ he added.

O ye of little faith, Emyr thought, as he handed over 
The Book.

The canon put on his pince-nez and took a deep breath. 
He sighed at January, tutted at February’s paltry entry, 
dear-deared at the eight in March, and then slowly shook 
his head at April. But at May he raised one eyebrow and 
looked up at Emyr. ‘That’s better.’ As he passed through 
the summer months a slightly puzzled, dubious scowl 
began to sculpt itself across his face.

‘It seems that we have a small miracle on our hands. 
What happened? Did you go out evangelising?’

The canon was clearly a little irritated at the 
evidence. ‘Where did all these people come from? You 
haven’t included funerals or weddings, I hope.’

‘No. We did have one funeral, but I didn’t include that 
in my records.’
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The canon scratched his pink chin, scrutinising the 
names. ‘Mary Griffiths, Richard Davies, Ruth Pugh  . . . 
’ he recognised none of them. As he read, Emyr felt that 
the vestry was full of past members of the church 
answering one final roll-call. At last the canon closed 
The Book. There was a hint of a nod before he spoke 
again.

‘Well, this is most surprising. Since May, attendance 
has soared,’ he said incredulously. ‘It looks as if 
you’ve gained a last-minute reprieve. I shall have to 
recommend that the church continue its monthly service. 
This is most surprising!’ As they left the vestry the 
canon turned to Emyr with a slight scowl.

‘It’s a shame about the colour.’

‘The colour?’

‘The white paint. Couldn’t you find any royal blue 
anywhere?’

‘Nowhere.’

‘Never mind. Anyway, must be getting on.’

As they walked towards the canon’s car the sun was 
beginning to melt the snow on the road, turning it to 
slush and mud. The canon didn’t glance at the graveyard 
blanketed in deep white nor did he see the taller, newer 
headstones, their tops jutting out of the snow. If he 
had been interested he might have recognised some of the 
names on the graves near the gate where the ice was 
thawing. They were the same names he’d read out a few 
minutes before. He was too cold to dawdle and was soon 
gone.

Inside, Emyr locked The Book in the chest for the last 
time. Maybe he would keep it as a ‘relic of great 
historical importance’, or perhaps he would burn it with 
the leaves in autumn. He would let his congregation 
decide. As he passed along the nave he stopped in front 
of St Lawrence and offered a short prayer of thanks. He 
then secured the church door and scrunched along the 
driveway in his galoshes.

The snow was melting fast and he could clearly see the 
full inscription on the nearest and most recent 
headstone. It read ‘In Loving Memory of Mary Griffiths 
who loved this church. Born April 1918. Died May 1992.’
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And if anyone had been there to witness it they would 
have seen a man, pushing his bicycle through the sludge, 
with a calm, almost serene expression: the look of a man 
who knew he’d done the right thing.
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Smokes and Rubbers

My friend Charlie Stanton called me at two in the 
morning. He had flown in from America that night and he 
needed a bed. Charlie had the money to check in to any 
hotel he liked but waking me up and sleeping on my floor 
was, he said, more agreeable. I was too groggy from beer 
and sleep to complain about the hour; besides, Charlie 
and I had a history that gave him the right.

We’d met years ago on a Greyhound bus in Texas. I was a 
student travelling around the States and he was, he 
liked to say, ‘bumming big time’ before getting serious 
about his career as an attorney. I liked him straight 
away with his winning mix of wildness and purpose, his 
talent for controlled excess. Things always seemed to be 
exciting and dangerous when I was with Charlie. He’d 
always take things that little bit further than I’d 
dare.

After travelling together for three months, I returned 
to England, he went to his law firm in Boston, and we 
both got serious about our careers. We kept in touch 
sporadically. Every now and again he’d call me up and 
abuse me but the calls became rarer. The night he woke 
me I hadn’t heard from him in a year - not since he’d 
rung to say he was getting married to ‘a fine woman from 
“Connecticut”’ called Stacey.

When he appeared on my dark doorstep, all grins and 
charm, a host of scurrilous memories flooded my head.

‘Charlie Stanton.’

‘Fletch, you big wuss,’ he said. ‘What kind of time is 
this to be in bed?’ He embraced me unsteadily and then 
stepped back and looked behind him.

He hadn’t mentioned bringing someone.

Charlie beckoned a woman into my hallway. ‘Come on,’ he 
said to her. ‘Meet my buddy.’ He winked at me.

The woman who stepped into my flat clearly wasn’t 
Charlie’s wife. She didn’t say hello or shake hands as a 
Mrs Stanton meeting an old friend of Charlie’s for the 
first time would have done; and there was no hint of 
embarrassment at waking up a stranger at this hour; if 
anything she looked a little irritated that I should 
actually be in bed at all, as if it were a perfectly 
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normal thing to be up and about at two in the morning 
during a working week.

‘This is  . . .  Karen,’ Charlie said.

Charlie wasn’t embarrassed, mainly because he was a man 
completely without shame and a drunk man completely 
without shame excited to see an old friend with whom he 
had once done shameful things. As we moved upstairs he 
put an arm over my shoulder. ‘Nice of you to put us up,’ 
he said. I showed them into the lounge and offered them 
coffee.

‘Is that the best you can do, Fletch? I come all this 
way and you offer me coffee?’

‘I have beer.’

‘Got any smokes?’

‘Gave up.’

‘Jeeze, Fletch. This is a terrible state of affairs.’ 
Charlie looked imploringly at me and then turned to 
Karen who had settled herself on the floor. ‘He’s gone 
all sensible on me. I knew this would happen. There was 
always a danger of this happening.’

‘I’ll have coffee,’ Karen said. ‘Black. Two sugars.’

Karen was tall and intimidatingly beautiful. She had a 
long, elegant overcoat, her hair was up in ringlets and 
she wore a velvet choker. She had placed her handbag 
which had chrome lizard clasps on the sofa-bed and knelt 
on the floor, tucking her feet beneath her.

I went to make the coffee, wishing I was still in bed, 
but also faintly pleased that there were people like 
Charlie in the world who didn’t care about waking you up 
in the middle of the night. I would have preferred it if 
the girl wasn’t there, but just five minutes of Charlie 
Stanton had me remembering my carefree, ‘irresponsible’ 
days. Charlie joined me in the kitchen and pinched my 
middle.

‘It’s good to see you, Fletch. Even if you have gotten 
fat and started going to bed early like an old man.’ 
Then he dropped his voice and rolled his eyes back 
toward the other room.

‘What do you think?’

I thought about Charlie’s wife.
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‘Known each other long?’ I asked.

‘About five hours.’ Then, without irony, he said: ‘I’ve 
told Stacey all about you. I can’t believe you haven’t 
met yet. She’s great. You’d like her. You should meet 
her. She has really changed me.’ He winked again. ‘This 
is just a little bit of fun.’

This was classic Charlie: his actions and the 
consequences of those actions conveniently 
compartmentalised. There was a time when I would have 
given my wholehearted blessing to this ‘little bit of 
fun,’ but that time and its easy license must have 
passed because I felt uncomfortable about the whole 
scenario.

‘You have any rubbers?’ he asked.

‘No,’ I said.

‘I need smokes and rubbers.’

‘Doesn’t she have any?’ I asked.

‘I caught her “off duty.” I’m going to need the rubbers 
for sure.’

In another age, maybe in another country, there was 
probably a correct way to react when a married friend 
turned up at your home in order to have sex with a woman 
- who wasn’t his wife - and asked you to facilitate the 
whole operation; but I wasn’t living in that time or 
place. If anything I was trying hard to disguise my 
disapproval because the last thing I wanted Charlie to 
think was that I was moralistic.

‘She’s pretty,’ I said.

‘Damn right. You should see underneath the coat.’ 
Charlie then proceeded to describe, in some detail, what 
Karen said she was going to do for him. I knew he was 
doing this to test me. He was trying to see where my 
line was, so that he could cross it.

‘Come on,’ I said. I picked up the tray.

‘Have you gone all staid on me, Fletch?’

We went back into the main room with the coffee and I 
handed the mug to Karen who looked at it disdainfully, 
as if used to a much higher standard of room-service.

‘Where can we get the smokes, Fletch? I have to have 
smokes.’
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‘There’s a 24 hour garage not far from here,’ I said.

‘You have a car?’ Charlie asked.

‘I’m over the limit,’ I said.

‘I’ll drive,’ he said.

‘I don’t think so.’

‘It won’t affect my license if they stop me.’

‘I’m not letting you drive my car,’ I said.

‘Shall we find a Sheraton or something, Karen? The 
hospitality here sucks.’

When Charlie wanted gratification that was that. I 
remembered the time in Denver when he had insisted on 
driving until we found a diner that served the right 
breakfast; he would not be satisfied until we found it 
even though we were passing all manner of eateries. I 
saw that same relentless need to be sated in him now and 
I knew that we could not relax until we had smokes and 
rubbers.

‘You could walk. It’ll take about twenty minutes,’ I 
said.

But as I started to describe the way I knew it was 
futile. In his current state, Charlie would never find 
it and he wouldn’t walk anywhere when he knew there was 
a car available.

‘I can drive,’ Karen said.

‘Great!’ Charlie said. ‘What are we waiting for?’

Karen looked perfectly sober and capable; but my car was 
my prized possession.

‘I’ll go with you,’ I said. You don’t know the way. 
You’ll have to stay here Charlie. It’s a two-seater.’

Charlie held up a warning finger to Karen. ‘Don’t let 
him kid you with this sensible image. Deep inside 
there’s a heart of darkness. A beast. You don’t want to 
know about Fletch and the things he’s done to women.’

‘Leave it out, Stanton.’

Charlie grabbed my arm. ‘Don’t forget. King size,’ 
Charlie said.

As I led Karen down the stairs, I felt indignant that I 
should be going through all of this for a man whose wife 
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was probably tucking herself into bed back in New York 
whilst he was sending his friend out into the night with 
a whore to find condoms so he could do the things he 
wanted to do with her that he should really only do with 
his wife. But I couldn’t bring myself to object because 
I didn’t feel I had the right. Charlie had the right to 
wake me up at two in the morning but I didn’t have the 
right to question his fidelity.

At the bottom of the stairs I held the door open for 
Karen and she smiled at me as she stepped out into the 
dark. I followed her up the street pressing the remote 
lock from a distance. The bird squawk of the alarm 
echoed off the buildings and I looked up, hoping no-one 
would see me. We got in the car and I handed the keys 
over to her. ‘Don’t press too hard on the accelerator,’ 
I said. ‘The button for the seat’s on the side there. 
Forward and back. That’s it.’ She adjusted the seat and 
made herself comfortable. She had long legs and her 
knees still pushed right up to the steering wheel. I 
turned myself towards her and asked her to dummy through 
the gears.

‘I can drive, thank you,’ she said.

‘Okay. It’s straight up the street and right. Take it 
slowly,’ I said.

She eased the car away with some skill, not gunning the 
engine as I thought she might.

‘Up to the lights and then left.’

Her perfume was overpowering in that cramped space, and 
beneath the paraphernalia of seduction, close-up, I 
could see that she really was a beautiful woman. Her 
skin was without blemish; her features pure.

‘So what did Charlie mean about you?’ she asked.

‘What?’

‘What you’ve done to women.’

‘Nothing. He’s just talking crap.’

Charlie had been referring to a particular incident on 
our trip. It was something I regretted then and still 
regretted now and Karen must have noticed my reaction to 
Charlie mentioning it just before we left.

‘Tell me. You think I’d be shocked?’ she asked.
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I told her to keep going until the second set of lights 
and then I found myself telling her about the time when 
Charlie and I stayed with a married couple in Los 
Angeles and I slept with the wife and afterwards, in an 
attempt to placate my guilt, claimed that she had 
seduced me. And as I was telling Karen this I could see 
that Charlie had brought up my past indiscretion and was 
using it as a kind of guilt collateral, to push his luck 
with me now, and I suddenly wished that somehow I could 
wipe the past out so that he had nothing on me, so that 
I might still be in bed sleeping the sleep of the just.

‘The garage is here.’

Karen eased the car into the forecourt and pulled up at 
the shop, put the car in neutral and looked at me. Her 
expression seemed to be half pity; half come-on. She 
reached out and ran her finger down the bridge of her 
nose and along the line of my upper lip. ‘So, what are 
you going to do with me?’ she asked, slowly pushing her 
finger in my mouth. Right then I felt like a mesmerised 
frog about to be strangled and swallowed by a boa 
constrictor. Calmly she leant over and kissed me 
fluidly. She then leant back and looked at me and then 
at her lips in the rear-view mirror.

‘Do you know what cigarettes he wants?’ I asked.

‘How should I know? I’ve only just met him,’ she said.

‘Is there anything I can get for you?’ I asked.

‘Mints.’

‘Mints.’

‘Any mints.’

I walked to the garage with my heart pounding. Inside a 
young Asian man, who looked no more than eighteen, sat 
reading a book. As I approached he turned the book over, 
page down. I asked for twenty Bensons, my old brand, and 
wondered what the book was. It had no picture on the 
cover, only a title in what looked like Arabic script. 
‘I suppose you get time to read on your night shifts,’ I 
said, detracting from the purchase I needed to make.

‘A little bit each time,’ he said. He put the Bensons on 
the counter.

‘Oh, and I’ll have a packet of tic-tacs and  . . .  some 
Featherlites,’ I said, making this sound like an 
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afterthought. I pointed to the condoms section in case 
he didn’t know what I meant. He put the packet on top of 
the cigarettes and rang the till.

I saw myself disappearing with Karen to a hotel 
somewhere; I pictured her doing the things to me that 
Charlie had said she’d do for him. Rubbers and whores 
and Charlie Stanton. It was enough to make me take up 
smoking again. I paid the boy and slipped the purchases 
in my jacket pocket.

At that moment there was a squeal of tyres. I looked out 
of the window and saw my car pulling out of the garage 
at speed, skidding as it went, smoke from the tyres 
palling the neon-lit forecourt.

I gave chase, running someway up the road; but all I 
caught was the smell of burned rubber and the fresh tyre 
track skid mark on the curb and the break lights of my 
car glowing and receding in the distance like cigarettes 
being dragged in the dark.

I looked back at the garage, over at the air pumps and 
the jet wash, and back at the shop where the book-
reading petrol boy looked up from his book and watched 
this entertainment from his window.

I stood there and waited for the joke to finish. I told 
myself that Karen had just taken it around the streets 
for a spin, to wind me up - anything but the fact that 
she had stolen my £30,000 car. But the joke didn’t 
transpire. I waited another minute or so and then went 
to use the pay-phone in the garage.

The boy looked at me and said nothing.

I rang Charlie, hoping that he might now be in a deep 
sleep and that I would wake him from it. I was really 
going to make this bad for him; tell him what had 
happened and then leave him marinating in the 
consequences.

‘Charlie  . . .  Listen. Shut it and listen. She’s 
stolen my car.  . . .  No. I’m not screwing you around. 
I’m going to call the police. Stay there until I get 
there. Don’t go anywhere. They will want to talk to 
you.’ I hung up before he could say anything more. I 
then rang the police and they said there would be 
someone there in about twenty minutes. All this time I 
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could see the petrol boy looking and listening, 
pretending to read his book.

I leant my head against the headset. I hoped that 
Charlie would be really suffering back at the flat, 
pacing around, thinking about what he’d done, the 
trouble he’d caused, and the ramifications for him.

I took a sausage roll from the fridge and went to the 
counter.

I didn’t want to explain what had happened so I asked 
the boy what he was reading.

‘The Koran,’ he said.

Without thinking I asked: ‘What does it have to say 
about adultery?’

He looked surprised by the question. I imagined hands, 
tongues and worse being cut off. Charlie’s hands.

‘You can go to hell for it.’

‘What about helping someone commit adultery? Can you go 
to hell for that?’

‘The mercy of Allah is hard to measure,’ he said.

Whatever the length and breadth of Allah’s mercy, I 
wished Charlie a hell of never ending torment, and that 
Allah might have not one scintilla of mercy for him. 
Then I wondered if you could go to hell for kissing a 
whore.

A patrol car pulled into the forecourt. Two big, 
powerful officers came into the shop. They walked 
without urgency, as if this call out was the very 
dullest of incidents in a long day of high drama. One of 
them looked at me and spoke.

‘Mr Fletcher?’

‘Yup.’

‘Right,’ he said. He took a notebook from his chest 
pocket.

The other officer went to the food fridge and took two 
pasties, two sandwiches and then an ice-cream from the 
freezer. He then picked a big bar of chocolate from the 
display rack and put the goods on the counter.

‘Want any chocolate, George?’
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The policeman asked for a Twirl and then asked me to 
tell him what happened. I turned away from the boy, not 
wanting him to hear. I felt shame at being caught up in 
this tawdry set of events when there were people like 
him trying to pursue some kind of spiritual way in the 
world. I began to explain and the policeman sniggered 
slightly when I got to the part about her driving off in 
the car.

‘Can you remember your number plate?’

He took the number down, then my name and address and 
phone number.’ Could you describe the woman for me?’

I described her, mentioning the choker and the lizard 
clasp on her bag and her flawless skin. He was still 
smirking when I finished.

‘Sounds like you got a good look,’ he said.

I looked towards the petrol boy.

‘Are you going to find her or what?’ I asked.

‘She would have dumped the car by now.’ He said this as 
though it were an absolute fact. ‘We’ll contact you when 
we find it. Here. Call the station tomorrow.’ He handed 
me a slip of paper.

‘What about my friend? Don’t you want to ask him any 
questions - about her, where he picked her up?’

‘Waste of time. You’re lucky, mate. Most of these girls 
take a lot more than your car when you take them home,’ 
he said.

‘I told you. I wasn’t with her. I was just getting some 
cigarettes for my friend. She was with him, not me.’

‘Right,’ said the officer. ‘Well. We can drop you back 
home if you like.’

I saw the petrol boy looking at me and I felt the full 
judgement of his creed.

As I rode in the back of the police car the officers 
tucked into their midnight feast. I was holding my cold 
sausage roll thinking how I would confront Charlie with 
all the force of Allah; how I’d show him the pit into 
which he was staring.

When I got to the flat Charlie acted as if it was all a 
terrific joke.
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‘Come on. What did you do to her, Fletch? Did you scare 
her off? I saw the way you were looking at her. That’s 
why she hit the road. I know you, Fletch.’

‘You don’t know me,’ I said.

‘Hey. Look, I’m sorry about the car,’ he said. ‘I guess 
the insurance will pay.’

‘I don’t give a shit about the car.’

‘We’ll laugh about it soon enough. It’ll make a great 
story to tell clients.’

‘What about your wife? Will you tell her this story?’

‘Is that an issue?’

‘Yes.’

‘Woah, woah! Fletch. I said sorry about the car. But 
don’t lecture me about my marriage. What’s got into 
you?’

‘I’d just  . . .  I just want to know how you  . . .  
park it  . . .  keep it all separate  . . .  your 
affairs.’

‘Hey, Fletch, I can see you’re upset here, but you are 
well out of line.’

‘I’m way out of line? You know what they do to people 
like you in the Middle East?’

Then Fletch started to laugh, really belly laugh.

‘Lighten up, buddy. Are you going to cut off my dick?’

I pulled out the packet of Benson cigarettes and the 
condoms and threw them onto the table. I watched Charlie 
take the cigarettes, open them, peel away the foil and 
tap the cigarette and light it. He sucked on that 
cigarette and smiled, really enjoying it, the way he 
enjoyed everything.

‘Sure you won’t?’ he asked.

I looked at the cigarettes for a few seconds and then 
took one in anger, my first in nine months. Charlie lit 
it for me.

‘There you go,’ he said. ‘That’s better.’

As I dragged on the cigarette I tried to hate the 
experience but the feeling was so good that I couldn’t. 
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We smoked in silence together. Then Charlie said: ‘You 
never really learned, Fletch.’

‘Never learned what?’

‘How to have a good time without feeling guilty.’

I wondered about this: how my transgressions caused such 
a commotion inside me whilst Charlie’s slipped off his 
back and into the gutter without him even hearing the 
splash. Perhaps it was better to be like Charlie and sin 
with style, without fear of consequence. For perhaps no-
one, in the end, was pure enough to avoid hell’s fire.

‘You’re right,’ I said. And when I finished the 
cigarette I took a second and lit it straight off.

‘That’s my boy,’ Charlie said. ‘You know it tastes 
good.’
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No Confetti, Please

Zach sat in the tree looking back. The garden’s 
complexion was green and clean, a different face from 
the golden blotches of last autumn. He could see the 
compost heap where his father had swallow dived into a 
pile of leaves and then swept them up volcanically into 
the air. Together they had kicked leaves all over the 
place while running and screaming like banshees. His 
father said it was good to let go now and then.

He climbed down, taking care not to mess his clothes and 
walked towards the house feeling little again. Zach was 
small for his ten years. His mother kept telling him 
‘big feet: big man’; a spurious proverb which he 
mistrusted. He often looked down at his feet, portents 
of a future growth spurt, and wondered what she was on 
about. He knew she only said this to make him (and 
herself) feel better.

Today, more than ever before, Zach wanted to be tall. 
Tall got noticed. Tall got given interesting things to 
do. Tall called the tune. Today was his eldest cousin’s 
wedding and everyone had a role to play. Except him. 
Zach’s mother had hoped that her niece would ask him to 
be a page boy but Amanda just wanted bridesmaids.

His cousins were all girls who had grown a lot faster 
than him in most directions. A few years ago they had 
played; huddling together in the innermost recesses of 
the house or screaming breathless one, two, three-ins in 
the garden. Now Tag and Sardines were beneath a budding 
adult’s dignity and the girls looked for different fish 
and different games to play.

Zach’s redundancy meant he had to amuse himself 
inventing games for one. He pretended to be on the run 
from a boy-eating creature, tried being both teams in 
the World Cup Final and killed ants in the tree before 
returning to the house in search of new entertainment.

Other people’s houses always seemed bigger than they 
were. To Zach, his cousin’s home was a palace. Standing 
at the bottom of the curved staircase, he followed the 
camber of the bannisters upwards. It invited a ride 
which he took (the polished wood had none of those 
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slide-preventive studs like school). He sped back down 
to the ground floor like a puck on ice.

Upstairs his cousins and mother were all in their rooms 
putting on make-up, stockings and stuff that took time 
to get on. Zach had never seen his mother so pre-
occupied. She had hardly said one thing to him all week-
end. She probably wasn’t ready yet so he decided to go 
to the kitchen to get a lemonade. The kitchen was bigger 
than his mother’s entire flat. It had been transformed 
overnight into a factory of preparation. Things were 
being topped, chopped and sliced; washed, dried and 
cleaned by an army of twenty in black and white 
uniforms. Everyone stuck to their task, not noticing 
Zach standing sparely by the door. He decided to forget 
the drink.

The hall was quiet except for the excited noises of 
dressing and primping from upstairs: the occasional 
giggle or screech or the hurried rush of silk. Ahead of 
him a footstep-muffling carpet stretched from stuccoed 
wall to stuccoed wall. The older Zach got, the more he 
noticed how rich his cousins were.

He drifted into a dining room where a table as big as a 
swimming pool ran the length of the room. Champagne 
flutes gleaming like soldiers stood in regiments: a 
sparkling army waiting for orders. Zach counted two 
hundred and fifty of them before getting bored. Mounted 
on a circular table in a deep bay window towered the 
cake; five tiers of it. Zach’s nose reached between the 
third and fourth sections. The marzipan smell of 
Christmas filled his nostrils.

Parallel to the champagne fluted table on the other side 
of the room another table, prairie-like in length, stood 
covered in white linen. Cloths rolled like snowy hills 
over something that bulged promisingly underneath. Zach 
knew it was food and it was curiosity rather than hunger 
which tempted him to lift back a corner and see. 
Cellophane sealed platters of eats huddled together: 
devils on horseback, smoked salmon canapes, vol au vents 
filled with coronation chicken, barquettes stuffed with 
caviar, asparagus and cream cheese roulades: exotic 
morsels which took hours to prepare and seconds to 
swallow. Zach carefully undid one of the plates and took 
a profiterole. His watering taste buds were expecting 
chocolate but as he bit through the soft outer dough his 
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tongue met with the savoury tang of mackerel pate: a 
grown-up taste.

A door disguised as a wall opened at the end of the 
room. Zach closed his eyes and gulped down the fish, 
trying to imagine that it was chocolate. A lady in an 
apron entered carrying a tray of pristine glasses. She 
was singing and didn’t notice the blushing food thief 
blending with the burgundy carpet.

‘I wanna be loved by you, just you, nobody else but 
you  . . . ’ she sang. Then she saw Zach, his face puce 
with guilt. ‘You shouldn’t be in here, luv’. This is for 
the reception.’

Her own embarrassment made her quite peremptory.

Right now Zach wanted that lemonade. The after taste of 
the mackerel was clinging to his palate.

‘Sorry, I  . . .  I was looking for a glass of 
lemonade.’

At the sight of the boy’s discomfort, the lady mellowed.

‘Well you’d better come with me to the kitchen then.’

He followed her bustling black shirt to an enormous 
fridge filled only with lemonade.

‘There,’ she said triumphantly, ‘they “ave a fridge for 
everythin” in this house. It’s strictly for the Pimms 
but I’ll fix you a glass.’

The saccharine fizz overwhelmed the obstinate yuck in 
his throat. Zach thanked the lady and left the kitchen 
imagining fridges tucked away in another part of the 
house, one filled with butter, one with milk and another 
with eggs.

Outside the kitchen a short corridor led to an open door 
where a man’s voice drew him. ‘And it gives me great 
pleasure to welcome,’ said the voice, ‘you all here 
today  . . . ’

In a musty, book lined room, Zach’s uncle was standing 
on a chair reading aloud from a piece of paper. He was 
practicing his speech. Seeing his uncle like this made 
Zach laugh. His uncle wobbled slightly on the chair and 
laughed too.

‘Hello Zach. You’ve caught me learning my lines. I see 
that you’ve dressed already.’
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‘Yes, I’m waiting for Mum.’

‘You must be bored. I’d show you the pond but I’ve got 
to learn this speech.’

Since Zach’s father’s death, his uncle had been kind to 
him. Playing games that the girls no longer wanted to 
play, always answering his questions; showing him 
things. ‘Come and see the ducks, or let’s see the 
vegetables.’ Zach didn’t particularly like vegetables 
but he liked it when his uncle showed them to him.

‘I’ll show you my runner beans on Sunday.’

‘Great.’

He decided to see if his mother was ready. He counted 
the stairs as he climbed. Unlike the short, steep stairs 
at home, these were shallow but deep stairs with enough 
room for three people to walk up abreast at the same 
time. Zach could take three paces on each one.

Just as he reached the top, one of his cousins glided 
across the corridor from one room to another in a blur 
of shuffling crepe de chine. He heard her complain about 
her bridesmaid’s dress, then slam the door.

In his room he found his mother sitting in front of an 
oval mirror, putting something that looked like brown 
toothpaste on her face. He sat on the bed and watched 
her spreading the cream. She spoke to him without 
turning away from the mirror.

‘Darling, I hope you haven’t dirtied your clothes. Are 
your shoes clean?’

The green scuff-mark from climbing the tree couldn’t 
lie.

‘I’ll give them another polish.’

‘What about your tie? Do you want me to do it?’

‘I’ve done it, Mum. I can do a tie now.’

His mother suddenly exclaimed and started dabbing 
something on her chin.

‘Darling, get me some tissue paper from the loo, will 
you? Quickly.’

Zach fetched the whole roll from the bathroom and handed 
it to his mother who deftly tore a sheet from it still 
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without looking away from the mirror. Her whole being 
seemed to be focused on a spot on her chin.

He gave his shoes a cursory rub, before kneeling on the 
window-seat. It was a good view from here. Even better 
than the tree. He could see the gravel driveway 
dissecting well-cropped lawns which were landscaped in 
symmetrical patterns. A pink and white marquee covered 
one section of grass. Two men carrying musical 
instruments disappeared into the great tent.

‘What’s happening in the tent, Mum?’

‘Oh, there’ll be speeches and dancing and things.’

‘Who are you going to dance with then?’

‘I hope with you, Zach. And Uncle Ted, of course.’

‘Anyone else though?’

‘Maybe. I tell you what, darling, why don’t you walk 
down to the village shop and see if you can get some 
confetti. Pass me my bag and I’ll give you some money.’

A woman’s handbag is an arcane thing; full of unspoken 
feminine secrets. Zach’s mum’s bag was shiny and neat on 
the outside and cluttered and sweet smelling inside. It 
revealed a disordered life. He pulled out the purse as 
if dipping his hand into a tank of piranhas. He snapped 
it shut quickly.

‘Take two pounds and get as many boxes as you can. If 
there’s any change you can buy some sweets. Don’t get 
chocolate; it’ll mess up your clothes. And don’t be 
long; we have to leave for the church in half an hour.’

Although he recognised this as another ruse to get him 
out the way Zach didn’t mind. He had never thrown 
confetti before but he had seen pictures and liked the 
idea.

Clutching the two coins he walked out of the house and 
onto the gravel which crackled importantly under his 
size fours. The sky was so blue, it was white; white 
with summer haze. He was beginning to enjoy himself now 
that he had a mission. Thoughts of confetti coloured his 
imagination.

Zach counted two hundred steps to the wrought iron gates 
which were swept back and festooned in pink and white 
balloons.
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Then another two hundred steps to the village shop. He 
looked to see if there was any confetti in the window, 
but the view was obscured by advertisements for second 
hand furniture, babysitters, cars and a lost cat that 
responded to the name of Betjeman.

A bell rang as he entered, the loud clangs making him 
self-conscious. It was a shop that looked like it had 
nothing but probably sold everything. A shopkeeper 
appeared from nowhere smiling a half smile through his 
red beard.

‘Going to the wedding, young man?’

Zach was surprised at the shopkeeper’s clairvoyance. 
Everyone seemed to know everything that was going on in 
the country.

‘Yes.’

‘And how can I help you?’ His tone was kindly.

‘I want as much confetti as I can get for this, please.’ 
He held out the two pounds, now sweaty with clutching.

The man stooped over and scrutinized the coins like a 
private detective. He scratched his beard.

‘Two pounds.’ He sauntered over behind the counter, 
momentarily disappearing from view as he ducked down. 
Zach heard glass doors sliding and the man mumbling, 
‘now  . . .  where are they?’

Zach eyed the sweet counter. It was mostly chocolate, 
but high up on a shelf next to dusty and dented tins, 
sweet jars winked. Everything in the shop looked past 
its sell-by date, especially these sweets. To Zach they 
had unfamiliar names; butterscotch, hum-bugs and Everton 
mints. What the heck was an acid-drop?

The man popped up again, red from bending down.

‘Ha! Here they are. What serendipity!’ His eyes twinkled 
with satisfaction. He had five boxes.

‘How much are they each?’ Zach asked.

‘Now let me see  . . . ’ The price was marked in pencil 
on the side of each box. ‘They’re forty-five pence each. 
I’ll let you have five for two pounds. Let’s forget the 
twenty-five pence.’

Zach was thinking about the lemon bonbons next to the 
mints.
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‘Oh, could I just have four. Then spend the rest on 
those bonbons.’

‘You want sweets as well?’ The shopkeeper then fetched a 
step-ladder to reach the bonbons. The jar hadn’t been 
opened in a long time and was stiff. He weighed out a 
quarter and handed the bag to Zach.

‘You can have these. They’ve been here long enough.’

He scratched his beard again, measuring Zach.

‘I hope you’ve got someone’s shoulders to sit on when 
you throw this lot.’

‘No, I haven’t.’

‘It doesn’t matter an inch. Just throw it as hard as you 
blinking can.’

Zach left the shop balancing the bag of sweets on the 
stacked boxes. He thanked the man who wished him a good 
day and held the door open for him. ‘Throw a box for me, 
won’t you. And make sure you throw the lot. It’s bad 
luck not to.’

‘I will,’ Zach promised.

Back outside the gates Zach sat on the grass and chewed. 
He then undid one of the boxes and poured a little 
confetti into the palm of his hand. They were like 
petals the colour of sweets; light and delicate. There 
were red, pink, purple and white bits, but no yellows or 
blues and greens. He practiced throwing a small handful 
and the breeze picked them up and spread them across the 
lawn. They were only flecks of shredded paper but the 
effect was spectacular. A small amount went a long way.

Zach picked up the boxes put the sweets in his pocket 
and strolled up the drive. He felt taller now.

Four low, long cars, of brilliant black hue lined the 
front of the house. The largest and most splendid of 
these cars was decorated with pink and white ribbon. It 
was a Rolls Royce and Zach wanted to ride in it with the 
bride.

He followed his mother to the first car in the queue; a 
Daimler. Not a bad second choice. Inside the car seemed 
as big as their sitting room at home and twice as 
comfortable. Zach was happy now as he sat in the back, 
the weightless boxes on his lap.
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His legs stuck out, not reaching the floor. His shoes 
had lost some of their shine so be rubbed the uppers on 
the back of his trousers to produce an instant gleam.

The car’s interior smelt of cigars, leather and a new 
perfume that his mother was wearing. For years she had 
smelt the same to Zach. Her perfume was a reassuring 
thing. But this new scent was unfamiliar.

‘Why have you got a different perfume on, Mum?’

She smiled at him. ‘I’m surprised you noticed. Well, 
it’s time for a change. I never liked that old perfume. 
I only wore it because your father kept giving it to 
me.’

‘I prefer your old smell.’

She laughed by way of answering. Zach had always 
presumed she wore perfume for his benefit.

A glass partition separated them from the driver who 
stubbed out a cigar in his ash tray and started up the 
motor. The engine was barely audible. The gravel fizzed 
under the wheels as they arched round and out of the 
drive. Zach’s Mum took out a compact mirror and checked 
her lipstick.

As they drove past the village shop Zach saw the 
shopkeeper and a woman standing outside as if waiting. 
They waved at the car. Zach waved back. Others in the 
village were waving too and for a second Zach felt like 
a king.

‘Mum, wave at the people.’

But she was making that face she always made when she 
was checking her lips. Like a monkey doing facial 
stretches.

‘I can’t, darling. Besides it’s not our place to wave.’

Zach, oblivious of any social protocol, waved on, his 
face peeping out of the window.

‘Mum, why do people throw confetti at weddings?’

She sighed, wishing she had the answer. I don’t know, 
darling. They just do.’

The car began to slow and Zach could now see cars parked 
on either side of the road. Men in long, dark jackets 
and women in coloured hats crocodiled towards the 
church.
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Butterflies as big as bats fluttered in his tummy as he 
sensed the importance of the event for the first time. 
He keenly felt the responsibility in his lap. He stacked 
the boxes once more and locked them together with his 
chin. The driver opened the door for them and clunked it 
shut; a meaty, quality clunk.

His mother was greeted by a very tall man with a jutting 
chin and lupine eyebrows. He kissed her twice, breathing 
her in, and squeezed her gloved hand. Zach noticed that 
he kept one hand on his mother’s hip as he talked to 
her.

Zach skulked at a distance not particularly wanting to 
say hello to this over tactile stranger, in whose hands 
his mother was a different person: attentive, affirming 
and willing. Zach clutched the confetti feeling awkward.

The man caught sight of Zach and smarmed towards him. He 
placed a hand on the boy’s head baptising him in his 
wonderful personality.

‘Is this the Zach that I’ve heard so much about?’ Zach 
was alarmed at how he knew his name. What exactly had he 
heard so much about?

His mother remembered her son and seemed disappointed at 
the diversion.

‘Say hello to Mr Davenport, Zach,’ she said limply and 
then to Mr Davenport she beamed, ‘Zach is official 
confetti thrower.’

‘A very important job indeed,’ said Mr Davenport looking 
down from a great height.

Zach wasn’t sure if he meant what he said. It wasn’t 
that important. But he persisted. ‘Are you going to 
throw all that yourself or is there enough to share 
around?’ clearing eyeing the five boxes. Mr Davenport’s 
hand had now been on his mother’s hip for an 
unnecessarily long time.

Zach’s mother answered for him.

‘I’m sure Zach will give you a boxful to throw, won’t 
you, Zach?’

‘You can have a box if you like. I’ve got five.’

Mr Davenport crouched down onto his haunches and took 
the top box. ‘Most kind of you. All the best things come 
in small packages,’ he said, winking at Zach. He then 
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turned to Zach’s mother again. And his voice lowered to 
sotto voce.

‘Are you staying on at Penelope’s after the wedding?’

‘Yes, for a few days. Why don’t you come over?’

‘I will.’

The range of hats on display could have graced a 
milliners’ convention. Straw hats; hats with holes; hats 
with stripes; hats with flowers, hats with spots. 
Boaters, bandanas and bonnets. Every one painstakingly 
chosen by its wearer. A week’s worth of hours had gone 
into the selection of these hats and now the competition 
was on. Under every rim was a smile, but behind every 
smile, eyes coveted.

Zach’s mother fiddled with her own straw affair, feeling 
threatened by a pea-green Fedora.

‘Does my hat look alright, darling?’

‘Yes, Mum. It’s fine. I like it the best.’ This was a 
lie, but a necessary one. He’d already seen his 
favourite: a superfluous yellow sombrero that said, ‘top 
that’ to all the others.

The sounds of greeting filled the air. Along the church 
path Zach’s mother accosted a distinguished looking 
couple. When she spoke to them she put on a voice that 
wasn’t hers; clipped and forced. She really wasn’t 
herself today: new perfume; new voice. Zach wondered 
where she learnt to speak in such a way.

‘And how old are you now?’ asked the lady.

‘Ten and a half.’

There was a slight silence before Zach’s Mum spoke. ‘I 
keep telling him that he’ll shoot up at thirteen. I was 
simply tiny until I went away to school.’

A boy of his age walked confidently by wearing a morning 
suit like the men. He looked over Zach rather than at 
him, surveying his brown sports jacket, green wool tie 
and Zach’s empty lapel. He noticed the confetti. He then 
ostentatiously checked the white rose in his own button-
hole and started pulling at his father’s arm.

‘Daddy, that boy’s got some confetti. Have we got some?’
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His father was too busy chatting to answer. Zach grew a 
little more in knowledge that he had something the boy 
didn’t.

In the porch a genial man handed out service sheets and 
offered directions.

‘With the bride? Over on the left please.’

The church was winter cool. An unseen organist played a 
solemn tune and the chatter hushed to a whisper. They 
took their pews, three rows from the front. Zach’s 
mother kept looking over her shoulder to see who was 
entering.

‘Look Zach, that’s Lady Saunders,’ she whispered 
pointing with her eyes at a lady with high cheek-bones. 
Zach placed a prayer cushion on his seat. He could now 
see the beautiful Lady Saunders. He could also see Mr 
Davenport’s chin and slicked back hair.

He put the boxes of confetti on the floor in front of 
him and started to read the order of service. The names 
Amanda and Peter were embossed on the front of the 
thick, white card. Peter stood but a few yards away 
sharing a final joke with his best man, the dying 
seconds of bachelorhood ticking loudly in his heart.

Zach remembered Amanda hiding in a cupboard with him in 
a game of Sardines when nobody found them. He’d had a 
furtive crush on her since then and felt a peculiar pang 
of jealousy that she was now going to share a cupboard 
with someone else.

The organist suddenly changed tempo, mood and volume and 
the congregation stood in unrehearsed unison. Zach stood 
on another prayer cushion. The bridegroom stood rigid, 
his eyes burning to look round, feeling the approach of 
his bride. A buzz passed around the congregation, heads 
straining to get a glimpse. The best man sneaked a peep 
as the entrance fanfare struck.

The bride floated up the aisle on a wave of goodwill. 
She had barely reached the front when Zach’s mother 
started to cry, only slightly, but clearly enough for 
Zach to see the tears. He wasn’t worried though; she 
cried easily. And it was probably good to cry. That’s 
what she always said.

The vicar spread his arms in greeting. He bade the 
congregation welcome and had them sit. He was enjoying 
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the novelty of a full church. He spoke in a voice that 
didn’t seem to be his; an octave too high. Each word was 
uttered with deliberate over emphasis as if it were a 
divine revelation in itself.

Zach found his eyes and mind wandering. Behind the vicar 
was a choir-stall with carved misericords. On the end of 
the nearest seat a laughing face grinned madly and poked 
his tongue out irreverently. Up by the altar, a portrait 
of Christ looked down on the wedding with indifference. 
The artist had given Jesus a reddish beard and an 
ambiguous smile. Zach was reminded of the shop-keeper.

During the prayers Zach bent forward and looked at his 
feet next to his mother’s. They were almost the same 
size. Zach prayed. ‘Dear Lord Jesus, make me grow. And 
make Mum wear her old perfume again.’

Tears had now carved rivulets through his mother’s 
foundation. The morning’s make up, so important then, 
was now being washed away. Zach was innocent of the 
different kinds of tears his mother cried. This was the 
self-damning ululation of regret; tears that she had 
cried a lot recently. He just wished that he had a white 
hanky in his top pocket like all the other men. His dad 
would have had one.

By the time the bride said, ‘I will,’ his mother was 
sobbing. Zach rummaged through his pockets hoping for a 
hanky to materialise. Instead he pulled out the bag of 
bonbons and offered one to his mum. Surprisingly she 
took one and this seemed to stem the flow.

All around the church, married couples inwardly renewed 
their vows, or regretted ever making them in the first 
place. While the unmarried were encouraged or 
disheartened in equal measure.

As the service went on, Zach found it increasingly 
difficult to concentrate on what was being said and 
sung. Even Jesus looked bored. He kept thinking about 
the confetti and how difficult it was going to be to 
reach the newlyweds. Be would have to throw it as hard 
as he blinking could.

After the final hymn the vicar raised his arms again.

‘Ladies and Gentlemen, before the happy couple leave the 
church I have a small announcement. I would appreciate 
it if you refrained from throwing confetti inside the 
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church grounds. We have funeral here on Monday and need 
to keep things tidy. We mustn’t forget the sorrows of 
others. Even on a happy day like this.’

It was a cruel canon that sent Zach into a mild panic. 
If he couldn’t throw them in the grounds then how could 
he reach? He failed to notice the exit of the married 
couple. He just looked at the boxes on the floor in 
disbelief. Then up at his mother in search of an 
explanation. She was busy trying to reconstruct her 
face.

‘Mum. Where can I throw the confetti?’

‘Sshh. You’ll have to do it when they’re getting into 
the car, outside.’

This wasn’t how he’d imagined it. ‘But it’s only 
coloured paper. What’s wrong with getting it on the 
ground, anyway it’ll blow away like leaves.’

‘Darling, quiet. You don’t want the vicar to hear. You 
must think of the poor people going to the funeral.’

‘Dad wouldn’t mind.’

Absently Zach picked up the boxes and sulkily followed 
his mother out of the church. Outside it was summer 
again and there was a release of loud noise and 
laughter. A bossy photographer barked orders and for the 
next fifteen minutes the couple were held hostage at 
lens-point.

Mr Davenport soon appeared and seeing Zach’s mother’s 
red eyes immediately offered his handkerchief. She 
seemed to regain her composure in his presence.

‘Thank you. I don’t know what came over me.’

‘It was a lovely service. The bridegroom’s a lucky 
chap.’

‘Yes. She was a picture.’

A semi-circle of people keen to get a good glimpse of 
the couple formed around them, taking care not to annoy 
an increasingly tetchy photographer.

Zach couldn’t see a thing. Just a wall of adult bodies 
blacking out the view. There were no shoulders to sit on 
and no trees to climb. He left his mother with Mr 
Davenport and sat on a grave a few yards away. A pot of 
flowers decorated the grey stone and some of the petals 
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had fallen on the ground. ‘Maybe we should throw 
confetti for the dead,’ he thought. A white rose with a 
broken stem bowed over the grave. Zach broke it off and 
poked the flower through his lapel. He could hear his 
mother calling him.

‘Zach? Zach? Where are you?’

He waved at her and shouted back. The semi-circle was 
breaking up and parting as the couple moved towards the 
gate.

‘Zach: the confetti, we need the confetti. Come on, 
they’re leaving.’

As he picked up the boxes he realised that there was one 
missing. He’d given one to Mr Davenport. He must have 
left the other in the church. The crowd were cheering.

‘Mum, I’ve left a box under the seat.’

‘Never mind. Quickly, give me a box for Lady Saunders 
and her husband.’

‘Take them all, I’ll get the other box.’

‘It’s too late. Look their leaving.’

But Zach was already running up the path to the church. 
His words trailing, ‘It’s bad luck not to throw it all.’

Behind him his mother, Mr Davenport, Lady Saunders and 
others formed a human tunnel in the small space between 
the church grounds and the waiting car. The photographer 
insisted on formerly capturing the moment and asked Mr 
Davenport to stand over the couple and drop the confetti 
on cue. ‘Hang on, sir,’ said the photographer to Mr 
Davenport, ‘I need you to do that again. Has anyone got 
any more confetti?’

‘Zach’s mother handed over her box and they performed a 
second take.

‘That’s lovely. Right, thank you.’ He then directed the 
couple towards the car for the next shot.

Zach stopped running. He had decided what to do. Inside 
the church he stooped under the pew and found the box, 
slightly crushed lying on the old, cold stone floor. The 
portrait of Christ looked down on him, smiling benignly. 
He walked back to the porch just as the crowd sent up a 
huge cheer and the car’s engine started. A phalanx of 
guests tall enough to see the bride and bridegroom let 
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up a final whoop and the couple departed in a shower of 
stage-managed confetti. The photographer got his shot.

Zach had his promise to honour and obey. While the crowd 
waved and sighed he ran behind the church where the 
graveyard spread out before him. He undid the box and 
started to run, holding it out upside down as he flew 
between the tombs with outstretched arms, screaming like 
a banshee, the sky filling with confetti, billowing, 
twisting, spiralling. His release floated slowly down to 
lighten the grey stones of the dead. Zach ran so fast 
that even as he reached the end the first pieces were 
just settling. No-one had seen him throw a thing. They 
were all the other side of the church. But Zach felt 
that someone was watching him and smiling the half-smile 
of approval. It was good to let go.
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Please don’t pray for me

The Ellises were the kind of people who had to go and 
take a commandment literally. They really tried very 
hard to love their neighbours, as if their lives 
depended on it. I only met them because Mrs Ellis came 
over one day and introduced herself to me. I was 
returning from the corner shop when she ambushed me. She 
came up to me carrying an apple pie in her hands.

‘The Lord told me to give you this,’ she said, 
proffering the pie which looked warm and tempting.

‘Did he make it himself?’ I asked, and she said that, in 
a way, he did.

I didn’t want to have a conversation but Mrs Ellis asked 
me what I did and I explained that I was applying for 
jobs. I immediately regretted that I had said this 
because it provided a further opening for her. She asked 
what kind of job I was looking for and I could see her 
taking great care to listen. She said that she would 
pray for me to get a good job.

‘You don’t have to do that,’ I said.

She said that it wouldn’t cost anything.

It was a good pie but that’s not the point. The point is 
that it isn’t natural just to go up to someone you 
hardly know and give them a pie or the equivalent of a 
pie. There’s something suspicious about that; no doubt 
it made Mrs Ellis feel good but it made me feel indebted 
and embarrassed.

I think I’m a good person. I keep myself to myself. 
Everyone did in that neighbourhood - that’s what I liked 
about it. In Belmont Road, it wasn’t so much ‘love thy 
neighbour’; more ‘leave your neighbour alone’. We looked 
out for each other but we didn’t get in each other’s 
way; there was a respect for each other’s privacy and 
space, but a friendliness when it was appropriate. 
Everyone seemed to understand this except the Ellises.

When I returned the dish that had contained the apple 
pie, Mrs Ellis seemed pleased to see me and she asked me 
if I wanted to come in for tea. I said no thank you, 
just in case I got a cheese flan knocked up by Jesus or 
something.
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She looked at me with that doleful look she had given me 
when she first introduced herself - it was a kind of 
pitying regard - and then she said that God loved me and 
that he had good plans for me. I think she felt she was 
being compassionate or something, or perhaps she was 
just trying to cheer me up. I could just imagine her 
scheming: ‘Ah yes, he’s unemployed, I’ll tell him that 
the Lord has a plan for him, that will make him feel 
better.’ I didn’t like it. It was a total imposition to 
be told that someone had a plan for me; what right did 
she have to go around saying such things? Surely I would 
be the first to know about it. I would make my own plans 
thank you very much.

I decided to avoid Mrs Ellis like the plague. Every 
morning before buying my paper I had a good look out of 
my study window before leaving my flat, just to see if 
she was lurking with intent to be good. I did my best to 
look as rebarbative as possible: I started wearing my 
Damned T-shirt and the tasseled black leather jacket 
that my brother gave me; and in the evenings I walked 
naked through the house to stop the Ellises looking over 
at me and praying for me.

My attempts at being anti-social probably made them more 
resolute in their friendliness. Total avoidance proved 
more difficult than I thought. It was one thing avoiding 
Mrs Ellis but there was Mr Ellis and the four children 
to contend with. The Ellis kids had been inculcated with 
this love your neighbour thing and they lived the 
propaganda. They were always carrying the old lady at 
Number Three’s shopping bag and collecting clothes for 
some cause or other. Of course, I’ve no objection to 
this, they meant well; but I’m sure that the old lady 
would rather have been left alone and that kids that age 
should be listening to music and smoking instead of 
performing charitable tasks.

One night I saw something odd going on in the Ellises 
front room. I was in the kitchen, cooking dinner, when 
Maddy - my partner at that time - called to me in an 
excited but hushed voice.

‘Mat. Come here, quickly!’

I went into the sitting room and saw Maddy hiding behind 
the curtain, looking over the road straight into the 
Ellises front room. She waved me to the side of the room 
in case anyone saw me. I got on my knees and crawled 
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like a naughty child below the height of the window to 
the other curtain and stood up, surreptitious as a 
burglar, and peered around the side into the Ellis’s 
house.

At first I thought there was a party going on. There 
must have been some fifteen people - all adults - 
standing in a rough semicircle in the Ellises front 
room. The people looked normal enough although none of 
them were from Belmont Road as far as I could tell. Some 
of them had their hands in the air and they all looked 
as though they were singing; one woman was dancing, 
pushing her arms into the air like a ballerina; and a 
youngish man was playing an acoustic guitar. Next to him 
a woman was clapping. I saw Mrs Ellis herself with her 
arms stretched out and her mouth open wide like a diva 
top c-ing an aria. She seemed to be seeing something 
spectacular on the ceiling.

Don’t get me wrong: I’m not one to spy on and pry into 
other people’s business but it was impossible not to 
notice what was going on. In Belmont Avenue the houses 
were all terraced and the street narrow. You could see 
right in to other people’s front rooms in some detail: 
their books, the ornaments on the mantelpiece, even what 
someone might be watching on television.

Maddy and I laughed: it all looked so strange. After a 
while things over there seemed to calm down. Everyone 
stopped singing and resumed to their seats and then Mr 
Ellis started to talk. They all looked relaxed and 
attentive. It was as though what they had been doing was 
nothing untoward. A little later, some of them bowed 
forward in their chairs; others put out their hands, 
opened palmed, as if catching rain.

‘What is going on?’ Maddy asked, still whispering.

‘They’re obviously talking to the Lord’ I said and I 
felt vindicated for my suspicion toward the Ellises.

‘Weird,’ Maddy said.

‘They are weird,’ I said, feeling glad that Maddy was 
confirming it.

‘Those are the kind of people that end up killing 
themselves in mass suicide pacts,’ Maddy said. I knew 
what she meant although I could not quite imagine the 
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maker of that apple pie getting involved in anything 
quite that extreme.

We watched them for a while longer but got bored because 
they were all just sitting around in a circle still. 
They had stopped praying and someone was reading from a 
Bible. After a time, Maddy and I closed the curtains and 
ate our meal.

‘I knew there was something odd about those Ellises,’ I 
said.

Later that night I felt uneasy thinking about what I had 
seen. I could not sleep and, while Maddy snored, I lay 
on my back, picturing Mrs Ellis, her hands outstretched 
and reaching upwards, her face a picture of 
indescribable happiness. I began to wonder if the 
Ellises were, in fact, in some kind of sect and that 
maybe they were putting a hoodoo of some kind on me. 
Perhaps they were angry at me for being so unfriendly 
and not returning their kindnesses and had got their 
friends around to put a spell on me.

I began to feel guilty. I had done nothing to be ashamed 
of but I felt bad about myself. It was not a pleasant 
feeling and in the end I stopped myself from thinking 
about the Ellis’s, banishing from my mind the image of 
Mrs Ellis raising her hands up to the air as though she 
were in the presence of something fantastic.

The next day I bumped into Mr Ellis. He was friendly, 
although he didn’t quite have his wife’s inane 
cheeriness. He was parking up his tatty looking Ford 
estate with the fish on the back bumper and must have 
seen me sauntering back from the newsagents.

I couldn’t quite square up the Mr Ellis standing before 
me with the Mr Ellis I had seen the night before praying 
in a semi-circle in his front room with a dozen 
strangers. I wanted to ask him what he had been doing 
last night but feared that he might latch on to this, 
see it as a signal that I wanted to join his sect.

He asked me how I was and I said that I was fine. Mr 
Ellis nodded and then asked if I had a job yet. No doubt 
Mrs Ellis had told him all about me and they had been 
praying like crazy for me to get a job so that they 
could turn to me and claim all the credit and win me 
over. I smiled and said that I hadn’t heard anything yet 
and that it would require a bloody miracle to get the 
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job I wanted. I had applied for a post in Paris and 
there were several hundred applicants for the job. I 
thanked Mr Ellis all the same.

The weird-scene-in-the-front-room-incident was not a one 
off. The same people came to the house every Thursday at 
eight o’clock. I would watch them parking their cars, 
enter the house, and gather in a semi- circle in the 
front room. They never really strayed from the set of 
singing, reaching-up with their hands, sitting and 
praying, but I always expected, and perhaps hoped, to 
see something sinister occur. It became a kind of ritual 
for me, watching them.

One evening, instead of entering the Ellises, the group 
gathered in twos and threes outside in the street, each 
group with a bucket and chamois leather. They then set 
off up the street knocking on people’s door’s. After 
five minutes I heard the inevitable rap on my own door 
and, sneaking a look from the study window, I could see 
three men, including Mr Ellis, standing outside my front 
door.

I did not go down and let them in. I waited to see if 
they would knock again - which they did - and then 
waited again until they left. I wasn’t going to let that 
‘I’ll-wash-your-car-for-you-free’ offer fool me. Their 
friendliness towards me and others was really a ruse to 
lure us into their weird group; like the pie, and the 
concern about my career. I’d be damned if I let them 
pray for me again.

I watched the men continue up the street, knocking on 
people’s doors, chatting and laughing together. They 
seemed genuinely content to be wasting their evening in 
this way. I saw that someone in the street accepted 
their offer, the fool. These people didn’t need any 
encouragement.

It’s odd, but I often found it difficult to get to sleep 
on those Thursdays. I would lie awake thinking about the 
Ellises and their friends and their do-goodery and their 
strange performances in the front room and despite 
feeling utterly relieved not to be part of their world, 
I was curious. What were they all lacking in their lives 
that made them behave in such a way?

Maddy would laugh at me for spending so much time going 
on about it. She’d make spooky noises and say ‘they’re 
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coming to get you. They’re coming to get you.’ It sounds 
ridiculous, but at that time I really did feel that the 
Ellises were going to get me in some way.

The job came just at the right time. It was amazingly 
long and drawn out. I was on the short-list for four 
weeks. I danced for joy when the letter came, leaping 
around my front room waving the letter of acceptance in 
the air. Perhaps the wait explained my sleepless nights 
during that time. I must have been more anxious than I 
realised.

Much as I loved living in Belmont Avenue the 
neighbourhood was never really the same after the Ellis’ 
arrived. I miss my routine: the cinema, Deano’s bar and 
Maddy, of course; but those last few months were a 
little tense and I am glad to have moved on. At least 
the Ellis’ won’t be able to get to me here in Paris.
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Blue Annunciation

He never got her presents right. The flamboyant items of 
clothing that he tended to buy her always looked ideal 
in the shop but completely inappropriate when unwrapped. 
Like the shoes she was opening now: hefty, impractical 
platforms that she would love initially, wear three 
times, and then cast to the back of the wardrobe where 
ex-Christmas presents lived.

‘I still have the receipt,’ he said, as he watched her 
lift one of the shoes from its box. But Sarah knew how 
to receive a gift, good or bad, and she looked 
delighted.

‘They’re wild,’ she said.

She swung her feet over the side of the bed and tried 
them on. He watched her hobble around the room like a 
circus stilts-man, laughing at her great gain in height. 
She then walked around to his side of the bed, pretended 
to lose her balance, and fell on top of him.

‘Where did you get them?’

‘Turner’s - up town.’

‘Turner’s? That’s very chic of you.’

He wanted to say that they’d been reduced from £80 to 
£35 but he knew that the giver should never reveal such 
things. This year they had decided to restrict 
themselves to one main gift. His bonus had been less 
than expected and the improvements to the house had run 
over budget. It had been a challenge buying something 
impressive without spending too much and he’d pleased to 
find the shoes on sale.

‘There were other shoes, ones you could wear every day. 
I just thought these were more fun, more you.’

‘They’re great. They’ll keep me up with the fashion.’

‘You like them?’

‘I really like them,’ she said.

‘Sure?’

‘I’m sure.’ She kissed him thank you. She then passed 
him his parcel.
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It was a pleasing weight and size and felt like a 
serious book. She was good at buying presents. And they 
were presents that lasted. He still had every Christmas 
gifts she’d given him, including the silk pyjamas that 
he was wearing now. Once again she’d managed to buy him 
a present that he wanted and needed and would enjoy for 
years to come: a calf-hide personal organiser - the 
exact size and colour he liked.

‘Just the kind I want,’ he said. ‘It’s beautiful.’ He 
stroked the hide and smelt it. It made his purchase for 
her look even more inept and thoughtless.

‘It even has a section for doing your personal 
finances,’ she said, nudging him. He did not have her 
lightness when it came to money matters and found it 
hard to really joke about this.

‘I have another present for you,’ she said. ‘For both of 
us, really.’

‘I thought we had an agreement,’ he said.

‘It didn’t cost much.’ She leant over the bed and pulled 
something from the bedside table. It looked like a box 
of medicine. She opened it and pulled out a white 
plastic tube.

‘Happy Christmas.’

The blue line in the indicator made him think of fooling 
around in chemistry lessons, turning litmus paper blue 
to the alkali, red to acid. He then thought of the 
advertisement he’d seen where a couple are sitting on a 
bench, the man raising his arms in delight, the woman 
smiling and leaning on his chest. The line said 
something like ‘for the most fantastic news ever in the 
history of the world.’ He presumed that the couple were 
expressing joy rather than relief, although he couldn’t 
be sure about that.

‘This means you are?’

She nodded. He could feel her waiting for his reaction; 
but it was hard to know what to say, or even measure his 
own response. No clear reaction was registering. He 
shook the tester like a thermometer but the line 
remained.

‘Should you do another, just to be sure?’
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Sarah picked up the box and pulled out another tester 
also showing a blue line, clear and irrevocable. He 
looked at the box. The words on the side said ‘Right 
first time.’ He read the instructions on the back, 
wanting to be sure.

‘They’re absolutely failsafe?’ he asked.

‘There’s only one thing that turns it blue,’ she said.

This was not a gift he could take back or exchange, even 
if he had a receipt. It was absolute and non-refundable.

‘So this is it?’

‘This is it.’

‘When?’

‘July. If all goes well.’

He wondered why he was not able to raise his arms in 
jubilation like the man in the billboard. He felt that 
he should be like that but all he could think of was 
economics. Weren’t children incredibly expensive? Pat 
and Sean had spent hundreds just putting up all that 
Noah’s Ark wallpaper in Timmy’s bedroom. The 
paraphernalia of parenthood frightened him.

‘You don’t seem very pleased, Pete.’

He found himself faking appreciation, the way he always 
did when his mother gave him shirts for Christmas.

‘I am. I am. It’s wonderful news.’

He held the tester again and stared at it. He suddenly 
resented the little harbinger. What right did it have to 
be the first to tell him something like this? Blue 
wasn’t the right colour. The lines should be red for 
danger, red for debt. Or perhaps a grey. An uncertain 
shade for an uncertain response.

‘This could be our last Christmas on our own,’ she said.

To avoid absorbing the implications of this he stared at 
the wrapping paper he’d bought for her shoes, now spread 
over the bed. He’d bought it from the corner-shop. It 
was artless and perfunctory, picturing a standard 
nativity scene: Baby Jesus lying in Mary’s arms, Joseph 
at their side, the three kings kneeling. The animals 
looking interested in a way that real animals never 
would. Mary looked serene. No pregnancy tests for her - 
just a vaporous, twelve-foot messenger announcing ‘the 
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most fantastic news ever in the history of the world.’ 
Joseph looked reasonably happy, although it must have 
been difficult for him. No money, no house. And it 
wasn’t even his kid. No cot or Noah’s Ark wallpaper for 
Baby Jesus either. And yet, despite their dire economic 
prospects, the family looked content.

She took his hand. ‘It scares me, too,’ she said.

He believed her but knew that her hope outweighed her 
fear. The line had positively and quickly turned blue in 
her. She already looked like a mother, like a mother 
resting in the knowledge of something natural, something 
good. The feisty, slightly wild Sarah, that he’d met at 
Fred Decker’s party all those years ago, now possessed a 
Madonna-like serenity. But in him there was still no 
clear feeling, just uncertain grey. And he felt that if 
the line were to form at all it would be that colour.

‘Is it the money you’re worried about?’ she asked.

‘It isn’t just that,’ he said.

‘What are you feeling then?’ she asked.

‘A mixture of things. I can’t really imagine it.’

‘I don’t think you have to. I don’t think you can. Any 
way, we have time to get used to the idea.’

He showed her the wrapping paper. ‘Think it’ll be like 
that?’

She looked at the happy scene. ‘I’m not sure how I’d 
feel about all those animals.’

He still couldn’t smile.

‘Maybe we could go to church,’ she said. ‘We have 
something to be thankful for.’

He felt anger rising in him, unseasonable, untimely, 
getting the better of his fragile good will. His 
Christmas Day, his life, was not going the way he had 
anticipated.

‘We don’t know what time it starts.’

‘There’s probably one at eleven.’

‘They might be in between services or something.’

‘Well, at least we won’t have to sit there for the whole 
thing.’
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‘Isn’t it a bit hypocritical just going to church on 
Christmas Day?’

‘It probably is. I’d still like to go.’

‘You go if you want.’

‘I’d prefer it if you came.’

‘What about the turkey?’

‘The turkey can take care of itself.’

He was a long way from where she was. She was ready to 
give thanks to a Supreme Being. He wasn’t even ready to 
concede gratitude.

‘It’s too token. You go, it’s fine. I just don’t feel 
like it.’ He got up from the bed and took off his 
pyjamas to dress. ‘And anyway, what’s with this sudden 
religious thing. You’ve never been into that.’

‘I just feel the need to go,’ she said.

She looked at him in a way he could not bear: it was the 
look of someone generous and fair-minded being treated 
meanly and unfairly; and yet although he knew this, he 
felt paralysed by the big, bad, good, blue-grey news and 
the confusion of his emotions prevented him from 
responding as he should. Half in shame, half in anger he 
left the room and went downstairs.

Feeling that he had to justify his decision to stay at 
home, and to keep himself from thinking about Sarah 
being at Church - and the fact that they were having a 
baby - he busied himself with little tasks. The turkey 
was doing well without him but he basted it; the tree 
looked fine but he fiddled with the tinsel. The cheesy 
white angel on top annoyed him: it didn’t quite sit 
upright and one of its wings was hanging off. But there 
was nothing better to put in its place.

He flicked on the television and watched ten minutes of 
Ben Hur. He had never really followed the story and was 
surprised to see Charlton Heston offer Jesus a glass of 
water. What was Jesus doing in that movie? There were 
hours to go before the chariots so he flicked over and 
watched a church service. He listened to a carol and 
found himself humming along before he remembered his 
stance about tokenism and switched it off.

He couldn’t find any peace. The silence in the house 
only served to remind him of his disappointment in 
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himself, at the way he had responded to Sarah’s brave 
announcement. He went to the window and looked up the 
street, hoping that he might see her coming back. The 
street was empty and silent. He checked the turkey 
another time and went upstairs.

He picked up Sarah’s platform shoes from the floor, 
redundant already. No good for going to church in; not 
that great for walking anywhere in. He put them in her 
wardrobe, right at the back. He then collected up the 
wrapping paper from the bed. He’d torn Sarah’s paper 
opening his present, but she had opened his paper 
carefully and it could easily be used again. Instead of 
scrunching it up into a ball, he folded it where the 
stable roof met the stars. The two positive pregnancy 
testers were under the paper. He thought that maybe he 
should keep them. He held them over the paper and they 
looked strange in the midst of the nativity. The blue 
lines were the exact same cobalt blue of Mary’s garment.

The telephone ringing startled him and as he ran from 
the bedroom to the kitchen he pictured several 
catastrophes that might have befallen Sarah.

‘Yes?’

‘Darling?’ The voice sounded unsure of who had answered 
but he recognised it.

‘Mum.’

‘You sound out of breath. Is everything alright?’

‘Yes. Fine. Fine.’

‘Happy Christmas.’

‘Yes. Happy Christmas.’ He walked the phone to the 
window to see if Sarah might be returning. A sudden 
irrational concern for her well being gripped him. He 
wanted to be with her, to know that she was all right, 
and his mother’s voice only made him more anxious to 
know.

‘Are you eating soon?’ his mother asked.

‘When Sarah gets . . . .  in about an hour, Mum.’

He could hear his father saying something in the 
background and his mother reported it: ‘Your father says 
Happy Christmas - and to Sarah.’

‘Same back.’
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‘How is she?’ his mother asked.

‘She’s fine. She’s really well.’ He thought that if he 
left now he might catch Sarah leaving; that would be 
better than waiting for her to come home. Or maybe he 
would get to the church just as they were singing the 
final carol. He would pull up alongside her and surprise 
her.

‘Did you get what you wanted?’

‘What?’

‘What did you get? Your present.’

He was still holding the testers and he looked at them 
now in the palm of his hand. Strange to think that he 
could have been no more than a positive blue line on an 
indicator in the hand of his mother. He wondered how his 
own father would have reacted to such a thing.

‘A personal organiser.’

‘I kept things simple this year, Darling,’ his mother 
said, the way she always did. He could almost complete 
her next sentence, where she blames her lack of largesse 
on his father’s objection to the whole business of 
buying presents.

‘Dad thinks that all this present giving has got out of 
hand. You don’t mind Darling do you? You know what he’s 
like.’

He had always accepted this paternal indifference to 
gift giving, seeing it as an informed and cool thing. 
But he saw it now for what it was - the inaction of the 
emotionally grey.

He started to tap the little tubes on the windowsill. 
While his mother talked about various members of the 
family, he crossed the testers and then felt the line in 
him revealing to a clear, certain blue.

‘Give my love to Sarah. And come and see us soon.’

‘Okay. Bye Mum. Happy Christmas.’

‘Happy Christmas.’

He put the receiver down and looked in the draw for the 
Sellotape. He then crossed the testers and taped them 
together. He then took some more tape and stood on a 
chair next to the tree and pulled the angel with the 
duff wing from the top, dropping it to the floor. In its 
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place he fixed the little blue messengers; right where 
the angel or, in some cases, the star should be. He 
stepped down and looked up at his makeshift decoration 
and then, without even thinking to baste the turkey, he 
left the house and ran up the road under the cobalt blue 
sky.
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